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ceived From Oliver Collamore

It is our job in the public interest to make
FREE INSPECTION OF ANY HEATING PLANT IN
ROCKLAND on REQUEST!

This service is absolutely Free. It makes your
home safe from faulty heating equipment fires.

It

makes our task easier by eliminating potential fires.

It is your right as a tax payer to have this serv
ice free—Make the most of your tax dollar.

Thomaston High School gradu- ; know at what moment you will be
ates who reside in Friendship will blown skyward. ’The hazards of
be interested in the following letter the chase’ etc. So much for the
hunting situation.
written by Oliver Collamore, who is
“A couple of days ago I had a
with the armed forces in France, chance to go Into a city that we had
and: dedicated to Harry Stewart and just captured the day before. Went
the memory of the late Luke Arm into some fortifications and a couple
strong. It is headed/ "Partridge of German hospitals. A lot of the
Hunting in France or One Way To patients as well as the German
Fight War.”
medics were still there. Did a little
“We have at our hospital several small scale looting but didn't get
French civilians who act as guards much of value. I wanted to get a
to keep out sightseers and have an German pistol and some binoculars
eye on the German prisoners. They but the infantry boys had picked
belong to the F.FJ., a sert of civilian over every thing pretty well before
militia, organized since the Ameri we got there. Saw a lot of terrible
cans have come. One of these destruction and took some pictures
guards asked my captain to accom that should be good. Was seized
pany him hunting but since the with a morbid desire to take a
Captain is no hunter he suggested picture of a dead German so did.
that I go.
Not very pretty.
“At first I was a little leery for
“We Americans are sure lucky not
fear that the hunting ground might to have these wars fought on our
also turn out to be a mine field, soil. As an example, the father of
but the Frenchman said that he j this French refugee friend of mine
knew where all . the mine
were
. fields
,
..
was wounded three times in the last
since he had been forced by the war and died Jat<?r from thp gf_
Germans to help lay them. The ( fficts Hls grandfather was killed.
Frenchman only had' one gun. a Nqw hJs hQme buslness
16-guage double barreled shotgun, thing the family owned has gone up
but he insisted that I use it all the in smoke. Inflation has wiped out
while so he acted as guide and game all their finances and God knows
bearer. Yes game bearer.
what the future holds for them.
“These partridges are quite
“Am having lt a little easy now
plentiful around here. They look but don’t know for how long. Am
like our partridges but are smaller feeling fine and everything is OK.”
and might be described as a cross
between a quail and a partridge.
New Carroll Store
Their habits are more like our quail
however, i.e., they hang out in corn
fields, etc., rather than thick wcods.
They are usually found in coveys. Handsome Place of Business
’"We hadn’t gone far when we
Opened With 1500 In
came across a farmer who said that
Attendance
there was a partridge which had
just lit in his potatoe patch. We
The Carroll Cut Rate Store held
stamped around but couldn’t find
its
formal opening in its new quar
him. Suddenly he jumped out from
under my feet and I let him have ters at 404 Main street Friday, with
it. I saw some feathers fly but more than 1500 persons visiting the
didn’t see him go down but then finely appointed place of business,
we heard him flapping and located which was attractively decorated
him wounded in a brook in some with more than 20 bouquets sent in
by friends along the street and frpm
alders.
“Shortly afterward we flushed a out of town.
This location, occupied for many
covey of about six and I got two
out of the bunch. Sez I to myself, years by the Huston-Tuttle Book
Guess this army life has improved Compar
mpany, is the third one in Rockmy eye.’ We put up several Tncfteparid, 'aaccording to Harry Gerrish,
coveys and I began missing. Had the genial proprietor. Carroll Chit
the usual number of alibi shots. Rate occupied for one year the store
Once the gun misfired, once the now housing the Economy Clothing
Frenchman was in the way, etc. Shop. The second location at 278
Hit one bird that we couldn’t find Main street, opposite the head of
out before the morning was over Tillson avenue, was the home of
I had a total of five birds.
the store for six and one-half years.
“Gave the Captain two and my
The new place of business ls 20
refugee friend ip town the ether feet wide and 46 feet long, with a
three and am invited to dinner. storage space in the rear which ex
They actually need the food. If I tends another 15 feet, giving about
could get a permenant assignment three times the space as in the
as hunter I could no doubt relieve store just vacated.
the food crisis in Europe. Jimmy
The attractive wall shelving and
Fales stuff.
display cases are of maple; the
‘*Have considered looking up the floor is of Burgundy and ivory as
guide again to get an affidavit from phalt tile; the walls above the
him to substantiate this account. I shelves are done in light orchid and
did takt a couple of snapshots but the ceiling is in white. The electric
doubt if r can send them through equipment is modern in every re
the mail.
spect.
"During the course of the trip we
Mr. Gerrish and his regular staff,
did ccme on some deserted German consisting of Mrs. Maurice Nute,
emplacements with a lot of shells Mrs. Alvin Small, Mrs. Irving Black
The Union or Socialist Soviet Re laying around and one mine all set man and Mrs. Gerrish, were
publics occupies one-sixth of the Up with a trip wire, It always adds augmented on the opening day by
earth's land surface.
a little zest to a hunt if you don’t , Mr. Gerrish’s son, Douglas; Maurice
Crockett of Manchester, N. H.. and
Mrs. Philip Crockett of Stonington
The display fixtures were by the
Ideal Equipment Company of
Lewiston; the floor by M. E. Wotton
<& Son; the carpenter work and
painting by E. L. Spear & Company,
and the electrical equipment by
House-Sherman, Inc.
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GIRLS WANTED

PERRY’S LAUNDRY

578 MAIN STREET,

TELEPHONE 434 OR 408

Visit CUuton F. Thomas, optome
trist for a pair of good glasses, 492
Old County Road, Rockland Me.
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 p. m. Mon
day, Wednesday and Saturday.
Phone 590 City.
38-tf

TEL. 835
84-tf

And Chief Russell will see to it that adequate and
courteous inspection is made at once.

111111111 min hi

The Rockland Chamber of Com
merce committee on Post War
Planning, consisting of Lucius E.
Jones, chairman; H. P. Blodgett, E.
B Crockett, H. C. Cowan, F. H.
Bird, F. C.| Gatcombe, J. M. Pome
roy, David Connelly (H. C. Newbegin, P P. Bicknell, J. E. Blaisdell,
and Mayor E. R. Veazie. has com
pleted the survey of 17 Rockland in-1
dustries..
Chairman Jones has submitted a
report of the survey to (John Baxter
of Brunswick, chairman of the
Committee on Economic Develop
ment for the State of Maine. The
report furnishes the following in
formation :
(1) Employed in 11940, 587 men;
241 women; total, 828.
(2) Employed at present, 961 men;
261 women; total, 1222.
(3) First estimate of the total of
those now employed, who would
not seek work with present employ
er in a postwar year, 514 men; 6
women; total, 535. Of this number,
175 men and 11 women, a total of
186, plan to return to former homes
outside of Rockland; 339 men and 5
women, a total of 344, plan to return
to former job in the community,
and five women who would not seek
employment.
(4) Balance, present employes
who will remain on payroll after
the war, 447 men; 255 women, total
702.
(5) Former employes now in the
armed service, 127 men; 9 women,
total, 136.
(6) Postwar objective, 574 men;
264 women, total, 838.
(7) Estimated number of employ
es needed in these 17 industries aft
er the war, 400 men; 343 women,
total 752.
(8) Comparison; estimated post
war employment and Job objective,
(a) Number estimated without
jobs, 86.
Jones, in his report to Mr. Bax
ter, advises that about one-half of
the commercial survey, which in
cludes stores, both wholesale and
retail, oil companies and all other
business which is not strictly in
dustrial, has been completed. The
balance of this SurVey will be made
in the very near future and is being
conducted from the school depart
ment, and a domestic survey is be
ing conducted by the Citizens Serv
ice Corps Committee, of which Mrs.
Christopher Roberts is chairman,,
and Miss Dorothy Lawry is neigh
borhood leader chairman.
The consumer questionnaire, de
signed to determine purchases and
repairs which will be made in
Rockland after the war, will pro
vide the following information: (1)
Number of full-time workers in the
family; (2) Number of workers who
will leave jobs after the war ends;
(3) Number of persons in your
family who are in the service; (4)
Number of persons living or work
ing tat some other place, who will
return to this community to live
and work after the war.
The questionnaire also provides for
the checking of purchases or repairs
planned for post-war: new shoes,
new automobile, used automobile;
bathroom units and plumbing, new
build new house; floor coverings;
furniture; (heating unit, central; in
surance; kitchen equipment, pur
chase of house; radio or phono
graph; refrigerator; repairs to
house; sewing machine; vacation
travel; washing machine; water
heater, and other items, such as
electrical appliances.
Ward chairmen, who are distri
buting the questionnaire, are; One,
Miss Barbara Robinson; Two, Mrs.
Charles Lake; Three, Mrs. Ralph C.
Clarke; Four, Miss Ruth Harring
ton; Five, Rockland Motor Corps,
Mrs. Ruth Mazzeo; Six, Mrs. Milton
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ROCKLAND FIRE DEPARTMENT
VAN E. RUSSELL, (Chief)
85-86

OUR APPRECIATION

Announcing Fall Line

We wish to express our Thanks and Ap

SPECIAL NOTICE
TO WATER TAKERS
1.

Surrounding Towns for their Generous
Interest and their presence Friday and

Be sure the shut-,off in the cellar is in working
order and accessible at all times.

2.

Be sure to know how the shut-off works.

3.

Be sure to close it if there is danger of pipes
bursting from freezing of water.

4.

OF

preciation to the people of Rockland and

The approach of cold weather prompts the Water
Company to urge its customers to heed the follow
ing suggestions:

Saturday which made our Opening such

We

especially

are

friends

who

against freezing, hot water, or other damage.

CAMDEN & ROCKLAND WATER CO.
85-T-89

BULOVA WATCHES
America’s Biggest Selling
Fine Wrist Watch

a fine success.

sent

grateful

to

us

beautiful

such

those

Bouquets.

The metered consumer is reminded of his re
sponsibility for the protection of the* meter

Volume 99.. .. .. .. . Number 85.

The Black Cat

Showing Results Of the
Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau
Chamber Of Commerce
Humor And Tragedy Mingle In Letter Re
Observes Its 25th
Investigation
Anniversary

This year's annual meeting of
the Knox-Linco;n County Farm
1 Bureau will be it’s 25th anniversary.
In November, 1919, a group of
farmers in the two counties de
cided to have a farm bureau or
ganization in order to assist the
i two county agents at that time In
! conducting' Extension work.
I
Roger Gowell of Warren had been
A ten-point pledge which he said would be fol
county agent in Knox County for
lowed by the Republican administration if the OOP
two years and Sidney Evans of Wis
national ticket wins in November has been by Qov.
casset had been the Lincoln Coun
ty agent. This work had been lim
Thomas E. Dewey.
ited to calls on farmers and inter
Here are the objectives he said he and Gov. John
esting them in carrying out newer
W. Bricker of Ohio, the vice presidential nominee, are
practices
j The first meeting was held in
determined to establish if they win office.
Warren and/ the following officers
‘‘An administration devoted to public service in
were elected1: President, Harold
stead of public Dickering.
Nash; vice president, O H. Rollins;
secretary-treasurer, Ralph P. Con
“An administration working in harmony with
ant; Crops, Walter Ayer; Dairy, A.
Congress.
M. Mayo; Poultry, Frank M. John“An administration in which the cabinet is re
I son; 4-H Club, Charles Webb;
Farm Account Chester N. Light.
stored as a responsible instrument of government.
There were nine communities
“An administration in which you will not have to
organized at that time—Aina.
support three men to do one man’s job.
Friendship, Hope, Nobleboro, Rock
land, Thomaston, Waldoboro, War
“An administration which will root out waste and
ren, Washington
Many familiar
bring order out of chaos.
names were found among those
“An administration which will give the people of
leaders in those towns.
Aina,
George Walker; Friendship, F D.
this country value received for the taxes they pay.
Jameson, now in Waldoboro; Hope,
“An administration made up of the ablest men
E. N. Hobbs; W K. Rcbbins, Noble
and women in America who will receive full authority
boro; O. H- Rollins, C. M. Rolfe;
to do their jobs and will be let alone to do them.
Rockland, iR. P. Conant; Thomas
ton, A. M. Mayo, W. C. Swift; Wal
“An administration free from the influence of
doboro, F. M Johnson, C. N. Light;
Communists and the dominion of currupt big city
Warren, S. E. Norwood, C V. Mc
machines.
Intire. F. H Wyllie, C. A. Webb;
Washington, H B. Cunningham.
“An administration in which the constitution is
The total membership in the Farm
respected so that the liberties of our people shall again
Bureau was 14/6 men. The womens’
be secure.
group did not organize until two
years later.
“An administration which will devote itself to
The first program covered 4-H
the singleminded purpose of jobs and opportunity for
Clubs, better seed, oats and silage
all.”
corn. Dairy feed schools and a
campaign to eliminate the scrub
School, from which he received his bull. Poultry culling demonstra
Collins Is Chosen
M. B A degree in 1914, and is a for tion and selection of breeders and
mer national president of the SAE farm accounts.
At the annual meeting of the
Port Clyde Summer Resident fraternity,.
Farm
/Bureau which will be held
Mr. Collins has been associated
at
the
Community Building, iRockNow A Trustee Of Boston with the hQme office of the New
land,
Oct.
27, at (10J15, a sipecial
England Mutual for 30 years, and
University
received his ClLU. designation in feature of the program will be the
early work of the Farm Bureau
Charles F. Collins, agency secre 1937
Mr Collins has been a Summer presented by Mr and Mrs. H. H.
tary of the New England Mutual
Nash of Camden, who were mem
Life Insurance Company, has been i resident of Pert Clyde, all his life. bers of the first Executive Board.
elected a member ot the board of He is the owner of the Collins
Another feature of the meeting
trustees of Boston University, from Homestead at Port Clyde which has will be a talk by John M Richard
been in his family for three gen
which he graduated in 1812.
son, business manager of The Cou
Long active in alumni affairs, erations.
rier-Gazette Rockland on “Maine
Mr. Collins recently became presi
Shipping
in the past Twenty-five
Five Vice Presidents of the United
dent of the Alumni Association and
Years.
”
Mr.
iRichar d'son has made
chairman of the Alumni Fund. He' States have become President— a study of Maine ships and will
is a past president of the Alumni Adams, Jefferson. VanBuren, Theo present some very interesting in
As-ociation of Harvard Business dore Roosevelt and Coolidge.
formation on this subject. IHe is the
author of “Steamboat Lore,” a book
on ships of Penobscot ©ay.
Another speaker on the afternoon
program
will be Mrs. Hortense
Z
Monaghan, former home demon
stration agent in Washington
County. Mrs Monaghan will dem
onstrate different /ways that old
clothes can be remodeled and how
a change in accessories can create
a new outfit.

BE SAFE
FROM BASEMENT FIRES
FREE!

CARROLL CutRate
H. GERRISH and STAFF

DANIELS
Jewelers and Diamond Merchants
399 Main Street,

ISSUE

Post War Planning

PARTRIDGE HUNT IN FRANCE

Farm Bureau Annual

THE DEWEYBRICKER PLEDGE

FOUR CENTS A COPY
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Rockland, Maine

Jewelers For Over 50 Years

(By The Roving Reporter)

It's an ill wind that blows no- i
body good, and it was the recent
hurricane which was responsible
for some unexpected work at the
Snow Shipyards. A net tender sim
ilar to those built here was so
badly damaged that she has been
hauled out for what amounts to re
building. The Snow yards are
still employing about 400 men.

teenth,’’ writes Edwin F. Littlefield
of Wollaston.
Acting upon the suggestion of
Oliver B. Lovejoy, whose home on
Limerock street was nearly oppo
site the old /Rockland shoe factory
I am asking if any friend of this
paper who has a picture of that
establishment will kindly loan It to
us for the purpose of having a cut
made I have no recollection of
the building, but was present when
the lofty chimney was filled. The
factory was removed to Warren.

Those three large white dcors on
the western side of the Algin plant
on Crocketts Point loom promin
ently from the waterfront. That
is the nearest to display, however,
that the owners of this successful
concern have ever been known to
make. It is one of several industries
which Rockland has been glad to
welcome in recent years.
The street cleaning crew which
Is on deck bright and early every
morning might well be nicknamed
“Patients of Job.” For every day
they haul away many cartloads of
fallen leaves only to find on the
following morning that nature has
provided them with twice as many.
But Pat and his associates meie.y
smile.
“It’s all in the days work,” they
say.

A (Rockland correspondent who
signs "Adam Upp” says; “My W’heels
calculate that A. Jay See’s cow will
feed over 32,000 square feet.” It
now remains to be seen whether
Mr. See sees it What way.
I have to thank Steve Kessell of
the .Rockland post office staff for
French versions of the map of
Prance and of the map of Paris and
environs. A thickly populated nation is France, and it is easy' to see
how an American soldier might get
lost there, but the map of Paris is
so explicit that our boys should
have no difficulty in seeing the
sights.
Former residents of Vinalhaven
are on a strict diet these days in
preparation for the annual Vinal
haven banquet and diance which is
to be held at the Twentieth Cen
tury Club, Boston, 3 Joy street,
Beacon Hill. With an address like
that how can the “formers” fail
to have a glad1 time. “We feel very
proud that this year will be our fif-

,

Cap’n Speed of Owl’s Head, who
is rated the most persistent and
most enthusiastic candlepin bowl
er in Maine,/was up-tewn yesterday
for a haircut, ano few barbers have
e\er seen a more luxurian. growth
on the dome of a man who confess
es that he will be 80 ’come next
groundhog day.” Has been known
to bowl ICO strings in a single day
(and night.)

Rockland persms who have not
started their furnace fires an>: are
anxious to have their heating plants
examined will do wel to cail 434
or 4 8 for free inspection which
will be given immediately and
courteously. Helps the owner—and
the firemen
—°—
“Look at that!” exclaimed An
drew Demuth, and he pointed to
one of A. C. McLoon & Co.’s trucks,
loaded with ice. It W'as handsome
ice and had been three days on the
road from Boston in a box car.
Who ever expected to see the day
when wa would/ import common
, every day ice from that distance,
i
~o—
j One year ago: Fire destroyed1 two
blocks at the North ,End owned by
David Rubenstein; loss estimated
at $142,000—The Kiwanis Club edi
cated its service honor roll with ad
dress by B C. (Redonnett.—George
W. Walker, vice president of the
Georges River Mills, Warren, was
given a surprise testimonial ban
quet—James Connellan was re
elected president of the Maine State
Postmasters' Association — Among
the deaths: Waldoboro, Lizzie Shu
man; Warren, Arthur C. Peabody,
65; Waldoboro, William A Creamer
66 years.

Elwell, and Seven, Mrs. Adah Rob
Sunday Night Fire
erts.
Mr. Jones states that a letter and
questionnaire are being sent to each Damages the Residence Of
man and woman in the service regarding plans after the war. This
Jerome C. Burrows On
part of the work of the committee
Summer Street
will, of necessity, be carried on
rather slowly as there are about
Fire, which started from the
1,000 men and women in the serv hot-air heater in the basement,
ice.
caused a medium amount of damage
to the residence of Jerome C. Bur
rows at 127 Summer street, Sunday
The Kiwanis Club
night, according to Fire Chief Van
E. Russell.
J. M. Richardson Selects Al Flames mushroomed up through
the partitions, causing the principal
literative Title For Last
damage In the hall, with some
damage In a partition on the second
Night’s Lecture
floor. About 100 gallons of water
•‘Seven Salty Sisters” was the all was used, and damage to furniture
iterative topic of John M. Richard was kept low by the use of nine
salvage blankets.
son’s talk before the Kiwanis Club
The loss is covered by Insurance.
last night at their meeting at the
Hotel Rockland.
Mr. Richardson, whose chief hob-| hng the ivories. Ray Grant of the
by is the study of steamboats, told Augusta Club was a visitor and
interesting stories concerning seven 63»ests of members were Elisha W.
of the steam powered vessels which Pik€ an^ Christopher S. Roberts,
plied in waters of the Penobscot Bay President Grossman announced
and River. He brought to the fore that officers woqjd be elected Oct.
the “personalities" of the craft and 30. D Robert McCarty reported on
injected bits of dry humor into his the distribution and initial sales of
unique presentation.
I the War Honor Roll postcards, and
His stories were concerning the Almon M. Young, chairman of the
Tug Sommers N. Smith, his first love War Honor Roll Board, reported
the Gov. Bodwell, a boatman’s 'boat; ; that 25 more names would probably
the Vinalhaven. now disintegrating te placed on the board this weeknear the Algin plant, after 40 years end. John M Pomeroy, program
of faithful service in the Penobscot ‘ chairman, introduced Mr. RichardBay; the Penobscot, which had sonelectric lights nine years ahead of
the White House; the City of Ban-

----------------------

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

gor, one of the great money makers,
_____
but rather unlucky: the Bangor,;
old friends
which burned 25 cords of wood on There is no friend like an old friend
a trip to Boston, and the Castine,
pht1'Td 5,UT mf)rr:ln? day*—
, .
.
No greeting like hls welcome,
lucky until 1935 when it ran on c-ne No homa?e uke his praue
Of the |Bay ledges on a special trip F-me Is the scented sunflower,
With gaudy crown ot gold;
to Vinalhaven.
But friendship ls the breathing rose.
D. Robert McCarty led the song with sweets in every fold,

i service with Arthur F. Lamb tick-1

—By Oliver Wendell Holmee

9
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Wins Purple Heart
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Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1865 and in 1891 cnanged its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.

Book Review
K. S. P.

Yankees Were Like This. By Ed
ith Austin Holton.
Harper &
Brothers, publishers. New York.
This delightful hark-back to the
gay early days when Cape Cod was
the Mecca of all good times and
things.
The story is located in Wellsrtaven. Mass., and eyes begin to widen
as new 'Inventions came to clutter
the well ordered life of her fellow
citizens. This story is rich in per
sonalities, with robust and crisp
Yankee whaling captains, real
neighbors such as the delightful
Grandmother with her choice and
rugged individualists f about her
for friends.
It was in the era of Cleveland and
Harrison and of the first murmurs
of women suffrage, and w’hen every
election was a flair with torchlight
processions and bands that made
the “welkin ring."
It was in the days of many evan
gelical revivals of much salty and
gay life intermixed with serious
problems and high ideals In fact,
this was an epoch making interim
of the new ways of llife, with elec
tricity and gas the world's hilarious
and heatening lift to ease and ad
venture.
Edith Austin Holton is a woman
cf high and wide education and has
written several novels and much in
short stories of high character. This
book will be greatly enjoyed by all,
as it's the living annals of that
period of American life.
Kathleen S. Fuller

IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY

Ruth L. Rogers, Librarian

[EDITORIAL]
We note with full approval the fact that
the local Parent-Teacher Association is
coming back to its own, and: believe that
everyone will cheerfully endorse the cur
rent move looking toward a large increase
in membership. Under the leadership of the Association's
capable president, Oliver W. Holden, the organization is to
be extended through the formation of Parent-Teacher groups
for each school, acting, of course, in conjunction with the
main organization. The executive committee is working up
on a complete set of attractive programs for the coming
Winter, and: with all of the members lending their enthusi
astic assistance there ts bound to be a healthy growth of an
organization which means so much to the city's educational
welfare. Residents who are not parents are invited to co
operate.
PARENT
TEACHER
TO GROW

Having honored the memory cf Wendell
L. Willkie whom they declined to support
•
when he sought renomination for the
Presidency, some of the radio commentators
are now seeking to declare what he would
have done had not sudden death cut short his brilliant career.
They make us tired as the homely old saying goes, and so they
do Mrs. Willkie who believes that her husband had not made
uip his mind, and who expresses the hope that the newspaper
writers will let it drop there. With decisive views of his own
Wendell Willkie viewed with a critical mood the platforms of
both parties andi the beliefs of both of the present leaders.
But he has passed from this earth and' those views should
have been buried with him, for lack of a better understanding
of them.
WILLKIE
DIDN’T
SAY l

A radio commentator takes Gen. MacArthur to task by declaring that when he
landed in the Philippines he should have
said “We have come back” instead of "I
have come back." The presumed inference
is that Gen. MacAithur was over-emphasizing the personal
angle. But we choose to view the MacArthur statement in
another light. When he was ordered months ago to the
Southwest Pacific there was real regret in his acceptance,
and he offered reassurance to the brave men who had: fought
under his lead by saying: “I shall come back to you!" And
back he is, with the best right in the world to declare that
he has kept his promise.

ACCUSES
MacARTHUR
OF EGO

Every week-day: 9 a. m. to 8.30 p. m.

• * • •
Another Memorial gift has been
added to the library shelves, the
book ‘The Nature of Maine" by
Marion J. Bradshaw. This gift was
made by Mrs Ruth Ellingwood in
memory of the birthday of her
mother.
The Maine Library Association
meeting at Waterville was attended
by Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood, trustee
of the Library, Miss Ruth Rogers,
Librarian and Mrs. Ruth Albep, for
mer employee of the Belfast Pub
lic Library.
New books added to the shelves:
Fiction

t

Elin Berlin, Land I Have Chosen
Dorothea Cornwall, They 'Dare Not
Go a Hunting.
Elizabeth Goudge, Green Dolphin
Street.
William MoFee, Ship to Shore.
Irving Stone, Immortal Wife.
Kathleen Winsor, Forever Amber.
Non-Fiction
Van Wyck Brocks, World of
Washington Irving.
Robert P. T. Coffin, Mainstays of
Maine.
Keith Jennison, New Hampshire.
Osa Johnson, Bride in the Solo
mons.
Grace L. Nute, Lake Superior.
Alyene Porter, Papa Was a
Preacher.
War Books
Jack Belden. Still Time to Die.
Sumner Welles, Time for Decision.
C. Wexter, When Johnny Comes
Marching Home.
t
Light Fiction

Faith Baldwin, Change of Heart.
Linda Beverly, Love Go WithtYou.
J. D. Carr, Till Death Do Us
Part.
Jane England. Yorkshire Farm.
K. M. Knight. Intrigue for Em
pire. And many others.
GEORGE M. DERRY
George Maurice Derry, 59. well
known Rockland barber, died Sat
urday following several weeks of

HEAR BETTER
—w’/n new friends!
NEWYJ^^RADIONIC

HEARING AID
COMPLETE
Modal A-2-A
With Neutral-Color
Earphone and Cord

GOODNOW’
Cut 'Rate
PRESCRIPTION Oftu&otsrs
TEL.UISW KAIN A PARK STS.

84-tf

dosing of small schools, with a view to
A BIG
consolidation, is not always popular,' as we
SCHOOL
have seen in our own community, but it
PROBLEM
must be done, according to Harry V. Gilson,
Maine's Commissioner of Education, who
believes that it is very necessary if the standards of edu
cation are to be improved. He tells the budget committee of
the Maine Legislature thgit “we might just as well forget
about a decent education in our small communities until we
develop a plan to join together certain small schools." And
he adds that we should give our youngsters a break in edu
cation.
Norman Thomas who is running for the
OUTCOME
fifth time as Socialist candidate for PrcsiII ARD TO » dent should at least have unusual powers
JUDGE
of observation and he declares that the out
come of the Presidential race is the
hardest to judge of any year he has, ever run. But the force
of habit is still strong with him for he declares that both
Roosevelt and Dewey are “taking us into a new depression
and a new war."

We agree thoroughly with the Christian
Science
Monitor that the Fourth Term is a
FOURTH TERM
“
central
issue” of the Presidential cam
IS A VITAL
paign.
Editorially
the Monitor says:
ISSUE
It is high time the Fourth-Term issue
was given the attention it deserves in the great decision
American voters must make cn Nov. 7. People too easily ac
cept the argument that the voter should not be concerned
about a Fourth Term, that his problem is simply, “Who is
better qualified to do the job?” Is there not another question,
“Which choice will better preserve and foster free government
in the United States?"
The two-term tradition was not just a custom into w’hich
Americans drifted. The Founding Fathers had had bitter
experience with one-man rule and they had read history.
They had observed the subtle process by which dependence
on personality vitiates tlie self-reliance requisite to selfgovernment. They knew that the decay of free government
begins not when one man declares himself to be indispensable
but w’hen the people come to think him so.
There are serious practical disadvantages in long presi
dential tenure. One is the difficulty in developing other
leadership: the Democratic Party today plainly shows the
effects. A second is the staleness and slackness of habitual
office-holding—the dust and cobwebs which accumulate
when a once-new administrative broom loses its original
purpose and enthusiasm.
The Founders could1 not know that the time would
come when a President through his control of office
holders could insure renomination by his party. Nor could
they imagine the day when there would be 3,300.000 Federal
employees, making, with their families and friends, a voting
army of some 10,000.000 Add to that the political janissaries
of the Hagues and) Kellys. Can anyone still say, there is no
more involved than the usual question. Which man will do the
better job? Is it net time to recognize the Fourth Term as a
vital issue?

ill health. He was born in Cush
ing, son of Hiram and Emeline
(Robbins' (Derry, and had1 lived in
Rockland many years.
Mr, Derry before coming to Rock
land had barbered in Thomaston,
Warren and Camden. He was as
sociated for a number of years with
Frank IL. Newbert in a shop located
m a building on the site of the
present Bell Shops, and later Mr.
Derry and John W. Watts bought
out Mr. Newbert, and for some
time they conducted two shops, the i

Quickly Relieves Distress of

WE WILL PAY

0. P. A. CEILING PRICES
FOR GOOD OLEAN
A little Va-tro-nol up
each nostril effectively

USED CARS

and promptly relieves
distress of head colds—
makes breathing easier
. . . also helps prevent
many colds from devel
oping if used ln tlmfe.
Trylt I You'll like lt! Fol
low directions ln folder.
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Pvt. Nelson Sabien Wounded
In France, Now Hospital
ized In England

WORKING FOR VICTORY

Spatial
■•■kto-ktty
■ms trtpt
Wsrks Fart
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Traskls Is!

%

VICKS VA-TRO-NOL

second being in the Thorndike Ho
tel. During the past several years.
Mr. Derry conducted the shop in
the Thorndike Hotel.
f
(He is survived by his wife, Kath
erine Creamer [Derry; a daughter.
Miss Barbara Derry, and his
mother. Mrs. Emeline Derry, all of
Rockland.
Services were held at the resi
dence. 53 Camden street, yesterday,
Rev Walter S. Rounds of Lewiston,
formerly of Rockland, officiating.
There were many beautiful offerings attesting to the high regard
in which Mr. Derry was held by
his many friends. Among those
from out of town were: Miss Alida
Robinson and Mr. and Mrs. Mau
rice Weed of Camden; Mrs. I*na
Linekin. Miss Therese (Linekin and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Starrett of
Thomaston; Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Orcutt of Nantasket. Mass., and
Mrs. Hazel Powers of Portland.
Bearers were Kennedy Crane.
Blanchard B. Smith Howard P.
Crockett, and Stuart C. Burgess.
Alan L. Bird, (Adoniram J Bird,
Interment was in Achorn cemetery.
Aid The War (Chest.

Pvt Adelbert A. French of Rock
land. recently met Philip Crabtree
of Union in Italy, and1 wrote home
that it was quite a treat to see a
Maine man, as his outfit is made
up mostly for men from the South
and the West. A radiogram, bring
ing birthday greetings, was received
by Mrs. French of 6 Elm street,
Pfc. Nelson A. Sabien
from whom friends may obtain
Mrs. Cora Sabien of Rockland (Private French's address.
• • • •
has received the Purple Heart which
Pfc. (Richard E. Bean, son of Ar
was awarded to her husband, Pfc.
Nelson A Sabien. who was wound thur Bean of Thomaston, recently
ed in action in France, Sept. 3. He wrote a brief but interesting letter
to Miss Edna Hilt, his Sunday
is hospitalized in England.
Pfc. Sabien entered the service School, teacher at the Baptist
Dec. 15. 1943 and trained at Fort Church in Thomaston. He said he
McClellan, Ala., and Fort George would appreciate having some writ
G. Meade, Maryland. He went over ing paper as it was hard to find
seas in July 1944 He was formerly over there. He wrote. “I go to Par
employed by the Rockland & Rock is every night by a 'Liberty van.
port Lime Company and at the Paris is b very beautiful place. The
time he entered the service he was people are dressed well.” Friends
employed by the Lawrence Portland may obtain his address from Miss
Hilt, who is now at South Bristol.
Cement Company.
• • • •
Mrs. Sabien and their two chil
Pvt. Loy Linscott, son of Patrol
dren, Avard, 8. and Marlene. 5, are
living at present with Pfc. Sabien s man Jesse Linscott has arrived in
mother. Mrs. Leander Sabien, at England.
• • • •
655 Old County road. Friends may
obtain Pfc. Sabien’s address from
Among the Maine men who are
attached to the Battleship Texas
his wife, telephone 1175.
and served aboard during the Nor
mandy
and Province invasions in
The Rotary Club
June and August, are Melvin Fred
Haskell of 33 Pacific street, Rock
Isolation Is Dead; No Nation land who is a gunner’s mate, sec
ond class; and lEdward Robert KilImmune From Attack,
leran, RF D. 2, Warren, who is a
Said Dr. Lowe
water tender, second class.
Rev. Dr. John ISmith Lowe, speak
ing at the Rotary meeting Friday.
declared1 that. Isolationism is dead,
it's out, no nation is immune from
attack. We are living in a chang
ing world, yes, w’e are already liv
ing in a world which has changed.
"The hope of the world is in some
form of collective security, and the
world waits for bold, constructive
leadership," Dr. Lowe continued.
“America will have to take the
leadership in obtaining this secur
ity, and must be strong, united,
clear thinking and vocal.” Dr.
Lowe said that both our political
parties are committed to seme form
of collective security.
“We once lived in a world made
up of many little worlds, but fate
has shaken us down into one world,
and we must live on the philosophy
of one world."
Dr. Lowe concluded by saying
that, “honorable compromise is the
basis of getting together.” He men
tioned that if the peace is made
too hard we will be paving the way
for another war, and one which will
Involve civilians more than the
present war. Dr. Lowe was intro
duced by Walter E. Bowe of the
program committee.
President Elmer B. Crockett' re
ported that the Rotary Club com
mittee on the War Chest Campaign
had completed about 90 percent of
the solicitation. Joseph E. Blais
dell told of the Teen lAge Club,
which meets two or three nights a
week at the Community Building,
and President Crockett appointed
Lloyd E. Daniels and Thomas C.
Stone as members of the board of
governors of the Club. Group sing
ing was led by Lloyd F. Daniels,
with Stafford M. Congdon at the
piano.
Fifty-nine were present, induct
ing five visiting Rotarians: JamesO.
Fenner and E. Copeland Lang of
Belfast; C. W. Whitmoyer of (My
erstown, Pa.; A. Victor Elmore cf
Camden, and James M. Acheson of
Augusta.

HIGH SCHOOL AND POETRY
Here is a chance to make a
start in “verse" by the High School
students of Maine. The Poetry Fel
lowship is offering small (prizes in
this contest for best poems (length
not limited i to Maine High School
students Prizes $3. $2 and $1.
Pee ms to be sent to Mrs. Wil
liam Jane, Newcastle, Maine,
chairman of the contest commit
tee. before April 1st. Send as
tnan> pcems as you desire They
will all be given close ari
attention.
and prizes will be published. This
is a good start for any worthy ef
fort in this line.—K. S. F.
Mrs. Harry Clifford of 113 Achorn
street, Rockland, has received word
that her son. S Sgt. Harlan E. Ed
wards. has been prc.not&l to Tech
nical Sergeant. He entered the
service April 24 1942. He wrote re
cently that he was in (Belgium and
was well, and that before his mother
would receive the letter he would
be in (Germany. Mrs. Clifford also
has four grandsons in service; Pvt.
R E Yeung. 20, of Rockland who af
ter returning from North Africa and
spending seme time at the Valley
Forge Hospital in Fhoenixville, Pa.,
is now stationxl at Fort Williams.
Maine: Pvt. Edward Clark, 18, of
Middletcwn. corn., stationed at
Camp Blanding. Fia, Roland Clark,
17, U. S. Merchant Marine, train
ing at Sheepshead Bay, N Y.. and
Pvt. George Ferron. 18, of Brooklyn,
Y., statipned at Gamp Croft, S. C.

» * • •

QjSgt. John F. Karl, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Harold L. Karl of Rock
land. is now stationed in Savannah,
Ga., as a gunnery instructor. His
address is: Sect. D.. Chatham Field.
Mrs. Karl and their daughter,
Cynthia, left Thursday for Savan
nah, where they will spend several
weeks with Sgt. Karl.
• • • •
The address of Pvt. Phillip Kal
loch. son of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Kai- '
loch of Thomaston is: Co. A., 8-1. :
T. B., Camp Wheeler, Ga.

Alt

NATURE

With U. S. Forces In France—
Captured German radio parts and
supplies, abandoned by the Nazis
in their hurried retreat, are being
used by a U. S. Army Signal Corps
depot company in maintaining
American radios and teletype ma
chines. Thousands of tubes, condensors, resistors, and ether spare
parts were found in a vast enemy
underground signal headquarters.
The cavern, evidently used by the
Germans as a repair shop, is now
serving as billets and' shop for the
signal corps company’. In addition
to the electrical equipment, the
signal corps men found hundreds of
crated Nazi airplane motors and
large sheets of aluminum. The
depot company, a mobile outfit,
specializes in the repair and main
tenance of radio, teletype, tele
phone, radar and meterological
equipment. Included in the <personel of this U. S. Army Signal
Corps is Corp. Raymond F. Stevens
of 21 Lisle street, Rockland.
• • • •
Alton E. Drinkwater, S2c, of 295
Park street, Rockland, has com
pleted his training at the Naval
Training Center in Sampson. N. Y.
and is eligible for further assignment.
• • • •
Merten, B. Haskell, Flight Officer,
A. C. Glider (Pilot, arrived home
Saturday from the Old Cantonement Hospital, Michel Field, N. Y.
on a 22-days’ furlough and is
visiting his mother, Mrs. Elizabeth
Haskell of Rockland. Upon his re
turn he 'will report at Atlantic City
for re-assignment to a new Troop
Carrier Group.
• • • •
Word was received yesterday by
Mr. and Mr3. Charles A. Emery of
Rockland, from their son, Sgt.
Charles Emery, U S. Army, stating
that he had arrived at Miami, (Fla.,
from India, where he has been sta
tioned nearly two and one-half
years. Sgt. Emery, who has been
hospitalized in (India for some time,
was flown from India to Florida,
arriving one day ahead of the hur

PREPARES

FOR

Tuesday-Fr

Closes Thursday

ricane His address 1s: Regional
Station Hospital, No. 1, Ward 15,
South Coral Gables, Fla.
• • • •
Austin R. Kinney S2c recently
spent a few days at his home has
returned; to Sampson, N. Y.
• • • •
In Saturday’s “wounded in action"
list (European area) appears the
n&ma. of Pvt. Richard E. Ralph of
Waldoboro.
• • • •
Capt. Richard G. Morton, USA,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd 8. Mor
ton of Farmington has been award
ed the Bronze Star Medal for
“meritorious service" in France, ac
cording to word received by his
parents. Capt. Mprton was cited
for the award by Major General
Barton and the citation read, "for
meritorious service against an
enemy of the United States in
France from July 15 to July 30, 1944
A graduate of Farmington High
School in 1936 and- of the Univer
sity of Maine in 1940. where he
majored in mechanical engineering.
Oapt. Morton was with the Wright
Aeronautical Company in Paterson.
N. J., between graduation and1 en
tering the service His father is a
former resident of Washington.
• • • •
Pvt. Wilbur S. Vasso. son of Mr.
and: Mrs. Soter Vasso of Rockland,
who entered service tw-o weeks ago.
is stationed in Georgia for 17 weeks
of basic training. Private Vasso
has been employed as an electrician
at the Bath Iron Wofks. His wife
and four small daughters live at 10
Dunton avenue, Rockland. He has
two brothers overseas: George, who
is a first class petty officer with thp
Seabees in Southern France, and
Joseph, who is a private with the
quartermasters’ department of the
Army Air Force in England. The
address of iPvt. W. S. Vasso is: Co.,
D., 15th Bn., Camp Wheeler, Ga.
• • -• •
Pvt. Willis H. Hurd of Rockland,
who has been stationed at Camp El
lis, Ills., has a new address which
may be obtained from his sister.
Miss Frances L. Hurd cf 97 Union
street, Tel. 970-M.
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Red Cross Notified That
Surgical Dressings Need
Will Have Been Finished
Word comes to the Red Cross;
headquarters in Rockland from the
War Department in Washington
that thanks to the valiant and pa
triotic work and freely given time,,
the need will be iully met with the.
Wednesday and Thursday after
noon' finish.ng-up periods (at the
surgical dressings rooms this week.
It has been found that a great
surplus is now on hand to meet
all emergencies. Ninety percent of
this excellent work has been done
by organized Red Cross in the cities,
as well as remote places. Only in
percent has had to be turned to
commercial findings
The Red Cross Surgical Dressings
was carried cn energetically by Mrs.
Charles H. Berry for some months.
Later Mrs. E. |K. Leighton has been
the efficient head and has been
thorough in her effort to go ‘ over
the top through fair kveather and
foul.’>
Much credit goes to her and her
assistants, and- she has expressed
pride and deep appreciation for
the loyal support given her in
Rockland, and1 the excellent work
done all over Knox County by or
ganized chapters.
This work, if finished this -week,
w’ill stop all expense (for room and
heat’ Mrs. Leighton is asking all
who have aprons and veils at head
quarters, to kindly call for them
the closing day.
Word comes through from Vinal
haven that 42 workers went to their
headquarters one night and fin
ished' up 3000 dressings. This shows
how those fine Island women do
the trick with neatness and
dispatch.
Mrs. Clarence Munsey was given
a fine ovation in w-elcome back
after her long illness from over
work, at) Red' Cross Inst week —
K. S. F.
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America’s Finer Tea
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night.

Order your C
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Visit Lucien K
second floor, 18
Fellows Block, Ci
Coats and Cloth
prices.

For the be»t "engineered” winter protection,
witness MR. BEAVER who builds stoutly
reinforced dams over streams, insulates them
against cold, and provides access to his foodstores beneath the solid surface ice.
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* TIP OK TWO FROM A FRIENDLY BEAVER.
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’ Car troubles
Wl„te9r

(

If beavers could talk, they’d soon tip you off. But watch them at work.
See how they plan ahead. That’s what you should do . . . act now to
ready your car for the rigors of winter.

NO1
Board of
The Board of Rea
ot Rockland, Maine
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It isn’t just greasing and oiling and anti-freeze. The car you have
to depend on deserves a thorough check-up.

Your Plymouth, Dodge, De Soto or Chrysler dealer has experienced
mechanics who know every detail of your car’s operation. Thai’s where
they have the tools to test and do whatever adjusting is necessary.
They also have factory-engineered and inspected parts. And . . .

YOUR H5ATIN
NO BETTER
ENGIN1

they hat e your real interests at heart.
Now is the time to prevent winter car troubles. Drive around <o
your dealer today or phone for an appointment. Your faithful car
will reward you with much better service this 4th War Winter.
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Notified That
essings Need
Ieen Finished
Oct. 22 28—Better Hearing Week.
Oct. 25—Annual Harvest Home Fair
at Appleton Community Hall.
‘V
Oct. 25—"Double the vote for Dewey”
day.
Oct 27—Navy Day
Nov. 4—(8.30 p. m.) Annual Vinal
haven banquet and dance ait Twenti
eth Century Club, Boston.
Nov. 11—.Armistice Day.
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Walter Fitzgerald whe has been
serving In the U. S. Army the past
seven years has been discharged,
and has returned to hls former
Rockland hojne where he will
inaugurate a truck service.

THE WAR CHEST DRIVE

?

GREGORYS

• • •
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OPPORTUNITY
OStly
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WARREN. MAINE
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The offlee of Perley R. Damon
will be closed until Nov. 6.—adv.
Would like all members to be there.
84-86
85‘lt

The War Memorial Post Cards
are on sale at most Rockland stores
at 10c each. Send cards to friends
BEANO
in the service or away from Rock
MASONIC TEMPLE HALL land. Every penny goes toward the
EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT upkeep of the Honor Rcll Board
84-89
8.15 o’clock

RALPH ROBINSON

fold

WILL HOLD A MEETING
W EDNESDAY NIGHT 7.30

Refreshments after the meeting

The business property and
apartments known as ANDREWS
BLOCK in Warren Village is
For Sale. Now occupied. For
details apply to—

i
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Auspices Motor Corps Girls
102T4

ELECTROLUX
CHANGE OF TIME

I*

Is
Recked to
•Pessary.

...
preAdd

YOUR HEATING SYSTEM IS
NO BETTER THAN IT IS
ENGINEERED

>5

THE PEERLESS ENG. CO.
485 MAIN STREET
TELEPHONE 744
ROCKLAND, MAINS

:Lt
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y’ and to <av°
>■ o-eck

PLUMBING, HEATING AND
OIL BURNERS
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Rockland-Vinalhaven Boat

VACUUM USERS!

VINALHAVEN H

OCTOBER 1 TO MAY 31
Leave Vinalhaven, daily, ex
cept Sunday, at 8.00 A.M.
Arrive Rockland, by
9.30 A. M.
Leave Rockland, daily, ex
cept Sunday, at 2,00 P.M.
Arrive Vinalhaven, by 3 30 P.M.
VINALHAVEN PORT DISTRICT
McLoon Wharf, Rockland, TeL 33
McLoon Wharf, Rockland
Tel. 334
Ralph Brown, Agent
.
78-tf

Our representative will be in
Rockland the last week of this
month.
If you want your Electrolux
Cleaner checked and repaired
while parts are available write to

ELECTROLUX
477 Congress St., Portland. Me.

84-86
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I’ori identifies MOPAR
jineerad and inspected
accessaries supplied by
’poration—Parts Division.

' major Bowes, Thursdays
I W.T,CBS Network
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BURPEE
Funeral Home
TELS. S98—1174-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST*
ROCKLAND, MS.

Ambulance Service

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
Tei. ee?
• CLAREMONT ST.
ROCKLAND, MB.

Farm Bureau Is 25

Had A Fine Time

Winslow Brothers

No Apathy Exists

And Will Celebrate Its Silver Past Presidents Of Relief Sons oh S. L. Winslow Of Among the Republicans of
Corps Have Banquet and
Anniversary In This City
Maine, Who Will Help
Vinalhaven Write Of Ex
Most Knox County Towns Expect To Hurdle
Annual Meeting
Elect Tom Dewey
October 27
periences—Wyvern Be
The Top By Saturday Night
comes “Shellback”—
The 14th annual meeting of the
John M. Richardson of The Cou
Alan L. Bird, Rockland, and Mrs.
rier Gazette will be the speaker at I Past Presidents’ Association of EdHattie Lawry, Friendship, were
A Wonderful Dinner
the annual meeting of Knox-Lin

Corp. Stewart Pollard who re
cently arrived home from the
Northern Solomons, will address the
Lions Club Wednesday. Judging
Knox County War Chest Com ing nearly half of this town's quota
from his humorous and interesting
of $400. Shore talks were given at
letters published by The Courier- mittees this week are running in the meeting by Knox County War
Gazette the members and their high gear, with all committee work Chest President John Pomeroy of
guests have a treat in store.
ers busy, and chairmen hopeful of Rockland, and Campaign Chairman
reporting their towns “over the top’’ Percy 'Keller of Camden.
The Senior Class of Rockland.
The first meeting of the season by Saturday night.
In spite of the bad storm Saturday
High School is presenting this year of the 6th Grade Girl Scouts was
night,
there was a good attendance
At latest reports, Camden was
the ever popular play, “Seven Sis- held Friday afternoon on the upper
at the War Chest dinner in Union,
leading
down
the
home
stretch,
y*. ters” a comedy in three acts by F floor
of the Salvation Army bar
Herczey, which will be presented racks, with 12 present. Mrs. Percy with nine-tenths of its $3,400 quota sponsored by the Community Club,
Dec. 7 and 8. The director, Allston Spurling is the leader of the troop raised on Monday, according to and around $50 was raised by this
E. Smith, has chosen foT the third and Mrs. Bradford Burgess Is the Harold Davis, County War Chest club for the Union War Chest fund.
successive year a currently papular assistant leader. The program in Chairman. The last mile is the Two reels of War Chest movies were
Broadway play. The members of cluded recital of the motto and hardest, according to Mrs. J. Hugh shown, and John Pomeroy, Presi
dent, and Percy Keller, Campaign
the cast are, Jane Abbott, Muriel
promise;
the allegiahce to the flag, Montgomery, Camden Chairman, Chairman of the Knox County War
Adams, Edith Carr, Vina Delmonico,
who feels that the time for cheer
Elaine Glendenning, Siandra Hollo the playing of several games, and ing will be after the goal has been Chest Committee, spoke. In addi
tion to the house-to-house canvass
well, Betty Hempstead. Virginia Mc group singing. Those present were: safely reached.
Elizabeth
Carr,
Mary
Cates,
Barbara
Caslin, George Berllawsky, Ronold
Chairmen for the following Knox in Union it is understood that the
Daniels,
Betty
Griffith,
Carolyn
Carver, Jack Hattesen, Ernest
County communities whose names various town CTganizations are al
Munro, Vance Norton, Jr., and Harriman, Nancy Leach, Catherine have* not been previously reported so assisting in the campaign to
Libby, Elizabeth
Spear, Phyllis
raise Union’s quota of $800.
Ervin Wooster.
Springer, Glenice Thompson, Wan include: North Haven, Lloyd Crock- j A. Alar Grossman, chairman for
ett; Owl’s Head, Everett Blethen; I
“Should You Enter the Newspa da Bradbury, and Jackie Snow.
St. Oeorge, Charles Rose. North I the War Chest Campaign for Rock
per Game" will be John M. Rich
Haven’s quota is $400; Owl’s Head, land, reports that, up to Mondaj'
Supper will be served at the Elks
ardson’s topic this afternoon in a
morning, $1,581 had been raised to
$400; St. George, $200.
talk at Thomaston High School. Home at 6:30 tonight.
At Thomaston, Monday, about wards the quota of $8,500. This
one-third of the town’s $2,200 quota amount came principally from ini
At the meeting of Golden Rod
BORN
has been turned in to Harold Dana, tial donations. A canvass of the
Chapter to be held Friday night,
Knight—At Bluehlll, Oct. 13. to Mr War Chest Treasurer, but many of residential section is now being
action will be taken on the amend and (Mrs. Elwood Knight of Stoning the committee workers had not made under the direction of Miss
a son—Robert Elwood.
ment to the by-laws which was pro ton.
Hansen—At Concord. N. H.. Oct. 2. given any report at that time. Sat Dorothy G. Lawry.
posed at the last meeting.
to Mr and Mrs. George Hansen of
urday is the day set by the commit
Stonington, a son—Wayne George.
Byron O. Young, Mo.M.M. 2c., U.
Burkett
—
At
Camden.
Oct.
19.
to
Mr.
Oliver G Perry of Ingraham Hill, and Mrs. Clifford Burkett, a daugh tee for all funds to be turned in,
S.
Coast Guard, of Derry, Iowa, led
and the day when it is hoped Thom
suffered a heart attack while walk ter—Nancy Alice. I
the
Youth Fellowship meeting at
aston
will
be'
‘
over
the
top".
A
group
Miller—At Marblehead. Maes.. Oct. 20,
ing on North detain street Sunday
to Dr. and Mrs. John Miller, formerly frem the Thomaston American Le the Methodist Church Sunday night
afternoon. He is a patient at Knox of Camden, a daughter.
Cummings—At Rockland. Oct. 20. gion is soliciting, in addition to the Officers were elected: Edith Carr,
Hospital, under the care of Dr. H
to
Pvt. and1 Mrs. William E Cummings, work of the Women’s Division, president: Betty Hempstead, com
W. Frohock.
a daughter—Jayne.
mission on worship: Kenneth Chat
Williams—At Vinalhaven. Oct. 19. to headed by Mrs. Malcolm Seayey.
to,
commission for world friendship:
Around
100
persons
attended
the
The Firemen’s Ball was a grand Mr. and Mrs. Michael Williams, a sen-—
War Chest dinner put on by the Elaine Achom, commission on so
success, more than 400 couples par Robert Michael.
Friendship committee last Wednes cial service; Kay Stevens, commis
ticipating in the affair held in the
MARRIED
day evening, and $173 was collected sion on recreation: Peggy Jackson,
Community Building Friday night.
Gross-Howard—At Somerville. Mass..
The grand march was led by Fire Oct. 7. Sgt. Herman Gross and Virginia at the dinner to get the drive off secretary: Robert Chatto, treasurer;
to a good start last week, by rais Donald Snowman, pianist; Kenneth
Chief and Mrs. Van B. Russell, Howard of Stonington.
—At Rockland. Oct
Chatto, and Albert Havener , rep
f* Music was by Harold Bates’ orches 21.Babbidge-Duncan
Grover Cleveland Babbidge of Wor
resentatives on the board of mis
tra. The committee in charge were: cester. Mass , and' Mrs. Katharyn Par
NEWBEGIN-LINSCOTT
sions; Edith Carr, and Elaine
O. B. Brown, J. H. Gray, F. D. sons Duncan, of North Haven—by Rev
Richard Clement Newbegin and
Charles MacDonald.
Achom, representatives on the board
Orne and G. W. Brackett. The J. Bowling-Ketcham
—At
Huntington, Bernice Katherine Linscott, both
of
education, and Rev. Alfred G.
ticket window sales were handled Long Island. 74. Y., Oot. 15. Sgt Bene of Rockland were married Monday
by Mr. Brackett and Warren Perry dict J. Dowling, Jr., and Jane Ketcham noon ait the home of 'Rev. Alfred Hempstead, counselor.
Huntington, Long Island—by Rev.
and the coat room was In charge of of
Thomas Murry.
G. Hempstead of the Methodist
James Flanagan.
Forest Pinkerton, make-up fore
Newbegin-Linscott — At Rockland, Church, Mr. Hempstead reading the
Oct. 23. Richard Clement Newbegin.
man of The Courier-Gazette, has
and Bernice Katherine Linscott, both double ring service.
Commander Ralph A. Smith of of
Rockland.—by Rev. Alfred G. Hemp
The couple were attended by resumed his duties after a fortnight
- Winslow-Holbrook Post announces stead.
4,
Mrs, Loy Linscott of Rockland, vacation spent partly in Portland.
that a Navy Day program will be
sister-in-law of the bride, and
presented at Legion Hall Thursday
DIED
If you haven’t read Liberty lately,
Leonard 'A. Tilton cf Haverhill,
night.
Derry—At Rockland, Oct. 21, George
you're missing plenty! For Liberty
M. Derry, age 59 years, 8 months, 2i Mass., uncle of the bridegroom. The
bride wore a blue suit with blue ac is a different magazine now. Get
Order your Christmas gift sub days.
Johnson
—
At
Bangor,
Oct.
23.
Cyn

scriptions now for these special thia Wentworth Johnson of Thomas cessories and a corsage of orchids. the new Liberty from your news
85-lt
rates: Life 2 subs. $8 (your own and ton. age 73 years, 2 months. Funeral Her attendant was also dressed in dealer today.
gift); Time, 2 subs. $9.25; Readers Thursday at 2 o’clock from Davis fu blue.
Digest 1 yr. $2 75 each, add yr. $2.25; neral home. Interment In Village
A reception, with more than 75
also available at this time are: cemetery.
attending
was held at the home of
McAuIey
—
At
Camden,
Oct.
20.
Wil

Cosmopolitan, Good Housekeeping, liam G. McAuIey. age 78 years
NOTICE
the
parents
of the bridegroom. Mr.
Esquire, Better Homes and Gar
and Mrs. Herbert C. Newbegin, 170
If the rat who printed the let
dens.
Many others, too numer
IN MEMORIAM
Maverick 'street. Decorations were
ter and mailed it in the Post
ous to mention. Christinas cards
loving memory of my father, Guy of Autumn leaves and the table was
Office, Oct. 21 would write
and gift wraps are hard to get. M InJohnson,
who passed away Oct. 26.
another
and sign their name I
Come and get ’em while the gettin’s 1943.
made attractive with bouquets of
goed Order yours immediately from.
will do all I can to clean up the
Mrs. Maude Rogalskl
white roses and candles. The
Hazel Bohn, Jr., 12 Clarendon St ,
situation.
bride and g^oom cut the wedding
or call 722-M.
80*85
IN MEMORIAM
JOHN L. BEATON
cake and those serving were Mrs.
65 Oliver St.,,
Rockland, Me.
In loving memory Of Ectlth L. Ma
Ann
Butler
of
Rockland,
and
Mrs.
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s loney who passed away Oct. 3, 1932.
Tel. 241-W
Peter Holdensen of Newton Centre,
second floor, 18 School street, Odd The rolling stream of life rolls on
Home evenings and all day Sun
But
still
the
vacant
chair
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur Recalls the love, the voice, the smile Mass.
day.
Those from out of town includ
85*lt
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate Of the one who once sat there.
Mother, Father, Brother, Grand ed: Mr. and Mrs. Peter Holdensen,
prices.
80-tf
mothers. Aunts and Uncles .
of Newton Centre, Mass.. (Leonard
South Cushing and Thomaston.
A. iTilton of Haverhill, Mass., Mrs.
NOTICE
Board of Registration
Mae
Bagley of Unity and Haverhill;
CARD OF THANKS
The Board of Registration of the City
Dr. and Mrs W. D- Kells of West
The
cards
and
other
expressions
of
of Rockland, Maine, will be in session sympathy received In our recent be
Roxbury, Mass., Mrs. Alfred IStorer
at their room In the City Building.
Friday. Saturday, Monday. Tuesday- reavement have been much appreci and daughter, Peggy and Miss Ma
,
Wednesday. Thursday. Oct. 27 to Nov. ated..
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Clayter and rion Storer of Waldoboro and' Mrs.
2 from nine In the forenoon to family.
GOOD CLOTHES
one o’clock in the afternoon, and from Camden.
I
* Charles H. ‘stengeT of Friendship.
three to live o'clock In the afternoon
Mrs.
Newbegin
is
a
daughter
of
and from seven to nine o’clock In the
evening, war time, to receive evidence •
Mr and1 (Mrs. (Jesse O. Linscott,
CARD OF THANKS
touching the qualifications of voters
She
graduated from Rockland High
We
Wish
to
express
our
appreciation
In said city, and to verify the correct
ness qf the lists of voters. Friday. for the (beautiful flowers, cards, use of School in 1942 and is employed by
Satuacfay and Monday. Nov. 3, 4, and cars and expressions of sympathy the New England Telephone and
6. no names will be added for the from neighbors and friends during
Election of Nov. 7. No appltcatto&s for our recent bereavement. Special thanks Telegraph Company as an operator.
Absent Voting Ballots or Physical In to the Woodcock Cassie-Coombs Post. Mr. Newbegin graduated from Wal
capacity Ballots will be approved after American Legion, American Legion
five o’clock In the afternoon of Mon Auxiliary, American Red Cross and doboro High School in 1937 and is
day Nov. 6. 1944. w’hen this session Coast- Guard of Rockland for their employed at the E. B. Crockett
services
closes.
Mr and Mrs. Scott Littlefield and store.
Per order of the Board of Regis
Family. Vinalhaven.
tration.
The couple are on a wedding trip
By FRANK W. FULLER,
to
the Western part of the State.
Chairman
TOWNSEND CLUB NO. 2 Upon their return they will be at
I
85-86
home at 1OI North Main street.

;o the Red Cross;
Rockland from the:
-.t in Washington
,he vaiiant and pafreely given time,
tully met with the
(i Thursday afterup periods ht the
js rooms this weekfound that a great
on hand to meet
Ninety percent of
,ork has been done
Cross in the cities,
>te places. Only in
id to be turned to
lings
is Surgical Dressings
mergetically by Mrs.
for some months.
I^ighton has been
iead and has been
r effort to go ‘ over
th fair kveather and
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SPECIAL BEANO

•<

The day your boy

busts into Berlin.
You’ll be as excited as that time
you hit the Jack-Pot.
You’ll laugh a little, cry a little
pray a lot.
•
You’ll start getting things ready
lor his return and even tho’ it
may be months away . .that’s
exactly what we're doing.

Neil S. Perry cf The Courier-Ga
zette staff has returned from a
weeks’ vacation in Massachusetts.
_____
•

Rockland High School football
team, playing the Gardner High
team in Gardiner yesterday, lost by
a score of 19 to 0. Details will ap
pear in Friday s issue.

Miss Dorothy Trask, a second
year student at Gorham Normal
School, spent the week-end with
her parents Mr. and Mrs. Elmer E.
Y lc Burton J. Murphy, will in
Trask, Jr. Miss Trask had as her terview applicants in the U. S. Em
guest her room-mate Miss Florence ployment Service offlee today and
Sawyer of Limerick.
Wednesday. All men between the
ages of 17 and 50 years are now eli
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald left gible for training in the U. S. Mar
today for Milo where, for two weeks itime Service. Men between 18 and
he will conduct evangelistic serv 26 years of age may enlist provided
ices at the Milo Baptist Church, of they have not received notice of
which Rev. Newell Smith, formerly introduction into the Armed Serv
of Tenant's Harbor, is the pastor. ices, it was pointed out.

GARDEN
of ALLA

A WAR-TIME MESSAGE
from

GOVERNOR SUMNER SEWALL
•g-f-V •

:

lAINE can well be proud

of the important contributions its vast.for
ests have made to the winning of the war.

As the military uses of pulpwood have
multiplied demand, our farmers and forest

workers have tried hard to keep pace with

the ever-mounting consumption.
At no time since early in 1942 has the

actual pulpwood famine. In spite of all ef
forts there is today a critical shortage, partic

with which Maine is generously endowed.
This makes the present emergency
peculiarly our responsibility, And so I am

appealing again to the people of Maine to

increase production. If our farmers will de
vote every spare day to cutting pulpwood;

When your boy gets off the
train we'll have a trainload of
fine stylish clothes for him to
walk into.

if able-bodied men released from the armed

Speed that day by buying more
bonds. We're doing that too.

men will concern themselves with the

BASKET WEAVE

tees; if we all do what we can, I am sure

SHOPPING BAGS
75c, $1.25, $1.50

Maine’s pulpwood production can be

utmost to shorten the war. We owe it to

greatly stepped up.

our state to maintain its leading position

MARKET BASKETS
$2.00, $3.00, $4.00

Every Wednesday

WALNUT TOBACCO
8 oz. $1.15,16 oz. $2.25

Auspices Rockland Motor Corps
Girls
81-T-tf

Unless car owners speed up apply
ing for their A books, many of them
will be out cf gasoline and possibly
off the road, when the old books
expire Nov. 8.

j among those attending the meet
“Some time ago our ship crossed ing of the Maine Republican State
the equator ifor the first time. As Committee in Augusta Friday called
you probably know a sailor is Kby State Chairman Lloyd B. Mor
called a Pollywog if he has never ton “to lay plans to get out the vote
crossed the line, but after crossing ! and elect Tom Dewey in November.”
he is known as a Shellback. Most
A roll call of the counties reof our crew were poUywogs and it j vealed that so far as Maine Is conwas lup to the shellbacks to do the I cerned there exists no apathy about'
' the coming election. On the coninitiating.
i trary, nearly every county spokes
“They formed a Court simulating man predicted a large turnout and
King Neptune’s and carried out a strong sentiment for the Deweylot of form, having announced that Bricker ticket.
he was aboard the day before we i The group of Maine Republicans
crossed. They sent us a summons heard the National Committeestating the reason why we had to woman from Vermont, Mrs. Con
appear before the Court. (I have suelo Northrup Bailey, urge the
the summons in my locker and will necessity for electing a President
show it when I get home.)
who will not dispute with Congress
“I will omit the details of the their constitutional right to make
ceremony because they would prob laws. “Tlie veto power,” she said,
ably be uninteresting to you. There “was given to the president merely
was a lot of water and paddling as a safeguard. Many Presidents
connected with it and all on board never vetoed a law passed by Con
participated. It was an experience gress, Washington vetoed two and
Lincoln, three. But Mr. Roosevelt
I never will forget.”
has vetoed 631 bills.
^jfyvern IC. Winslow TM 3c
“Even the Democrats concede
USS. Jack Miller
Somewhere in the Pacific that the next Congress will have a
big majority opposed to New Deal.
The Other Winslow
To continue Roosevelt in office
“A week ago last Sunday I was in would mean a continuous deadlock
Paris at the Red Cross and the Red between him and the people's Con
Cross hostess came up to another gress which would disastrously
fellow and asked us if we d like to handicap America’s conduct of the
go to a French home to dinner. We tremendous problems of p^ace and
said “yes" and were soon on our reconstruction which are coming
way.
up.”
The menu was as follows: Soup,
tomatoes,
cauliflower,
omelette,
roast duck, cherries, steak, salad,
chocolate pudding, apple pie, fruit
salad, fresh fruit and coffee.
They took some pictures of us
in front of the Eiffel Tower and
other places of note. They are go
COFF
ing to give us copies of the pictures
VACUUM
as soon as they are finished.
There was a yonug married couple •packed
IN JARS
visiting their hosts and they want
ed us to come to their home the
following Sunday to dinner so we
all went. They had pea soup, ome
lette, and a dish I never heard of
before—calfs head; then we had
spaghetti, fruit salad, cake arid cof
fee.
I would like to go to Paris again
Light Trucking
sometime when the the stores are
open but don’t know if I will be
TELEPHONE 1142
able to get there or not.”
S Sgt. Colon L. Winslow \ 25 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND
23rd. Dep. Rep. Sqd.
85-88
Somewhere in France

ularly of spruce, fir and hemlock—species

JOHN MIDDLETON

SPECIAL PRIZES

Golden Rod Chapter, meets Fri
day night. Miss Katherine A. Vea
zie will be in charge of the 6:15
supper. Members not solicited will
take sweets.

' win Libby -Relief Corps was held
Thursday in Grand Army hall.
A delicious banquet (was served
by Mrs. Doris Ames as chairman,
assisted by Mrs. Adelma Mullen,
Mrs. Winnie Butler and Mrs.
Gladys (Murphy. The tables were in
the form of a large V for Victory,
red, white and blue Fall flowers
being the centerpieces, donated by
Mrs. Ames and Mrs. Bessie Haraden.
Mrs. Haraden, president of the
Past Presidents’ Association, pre
sided during the business meeting.
One Past State President, Mrs.
Mary Cooper, was present. Mrs.
Irene Winslow also attended this
meeting.
A brief service was held in memory of our oldest past president,
the late Rebecca Ingraham.
Plans were made for a “Gettogether nexit Summer, it was also
voted to have a rummage sale as
soon as arrangements could be
made, date to- be announced.
The newly elected officers are:
President, Mrs. Elizabeth Vinal;
vice president, Mrs. Adelma Mul
len; secretary, Mrs. Gladys Mur
phy; treasurer, Mrs. Ida Huntley.
Mrs. Huntley was in charge of
the program; Reading “The Blind
Men and The Elephant,’’ by Mrs.
Doris Ames; selections from a Win
ston Churchill speech, by Mrs. Mary
Cooper; reading, “What One May
or May Not Call a Woman,’’ by
Mrs. Inez Rackliff; a short story by
Mrs. Betty Vinal, closing with the
assembly singing “America” with
Mrs. Huntley as pianist
A social hour followed the meet
ing -with Mrs. Mullen trying to find
the person or persons who “doc
tored” her cup of coffee. Mrs.
Butler and Mrs. Murphy were in
the dining room and Mrs. Ames
and Mullen were in the kitchen at
the time the “doctoring" took
PlaceG. K. M.

country been more than a step ahead of an

Temple Hall^ Rockland

Starting at 2.15 o'clock

coln County Farm Bureau in Rock
land, Friday. Mr. Richardson has
written a book cn ‘Steamboat
Lore” and is an authority on early
shipping along the Maine coast.
As this is the 125th. annual meet
ing of the organization he will cen
ter his talk around the past 25
years.
It was not long ago when a great
deal of the farm products of the
county were shipped to market by
boat. This applied to the poultry,
blueberry and apples. Many of the
old time poultry men can remem
ber the old shipping ’crates that
were used to send poultry to Bos
ton. The<e crates were made at the
farm and held many more birds
than those of today and weighed
more than the full crates of today.
Mrs. Hortense Monaghan of Old
Town will give a clothing demon
stration which will be of interest to
both men and women.
The first executive board of the
Farm (Bureau will) also be in at
tendance.

GREGORY’S
416 MAIN ST.

TEL. 294

services and'from other war work can be

directed to woods work; if our business

work of local Victory Pulpwood Commit

k

We oweit to our country to do our

in the nation’s 6th largest industry.

Sumner Sewall, Governor

VICTORY
PULPWOOD
CAMPAIGN

*

SponsoredOy Newspaper Pulpwood Committee ★ American Newspaper Publishers Association
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Page Pouf1
my automatic ready. I told him
just what his brother had said. 1
did not think he would move so
fast. He was on me before I could
pull the trigger.”
"Wait a minute!” Mr. Lanning
said sharply. "He jumped you the
instant you told him that?”
“He did. The car went down a
bank and rolled over with us in it."
“Wait a minute!”-Mr. Lanning re
peated. “This is very interesting,
Pierre. I want you to be very sure
of this for a very particular reason.
The instant you told him what his
brother said — without questioning
you—he jumped you?”
“He did!”
“This young lady,” Winthrop Lan
ning said, “has just gone to the
greatest pains to convince me that
Steve is loyal to us.”
“She is a liar!” Pierre stated.
“She is too clever for all of us. It’s
what I’ve been telling you. It's why
I tried to drown her! It’s why I
wanted to kill her down below!”
“Miss Corey ...” Mr. Lanning
began.
“Ah-nah Boland!” Pierre angrily
Corrected him.
“Very well. Go on. What hap

WALDOBORO

WARREN

MRS. ISABEL LABE
Correspondent

ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent

Telephone 78

Tel. 40

ZX zx
Z\ zx
ZX zx
zx
zx

of town, who attended were. Mr.
and Mrs. Brooks Newbert, Mrs. Ada
Newbert, Mrs. Gertrude Flint, and
John Wadley of Augusta. Mrs.
Nellie, Newbert of Rockland, Mr.
and Mrs. Percy Keller of Camden,
Mrs. Mabel Williams, and Miss
Maude Smith of Salem, Mass., Mr.
and Mrs. Neil Gray and daughter.
Miss Helen Gray of Waterville.
Mrs Gray had bourne her illness
the past few years with the great
est fortitude. Her friends, cf
which she had many, will remember
long, her capacity for friendship,
her neighborliness, her love of home
and family.
Mrs. Gray was bom in Waldoboro
daughter of Joseph W. and Olive
Young Newbert. She had been a
resident of this town for many
years. She was a member of E. A
Starrett Auxiliary, S.U.V. and a
charter
member of
Crescent
Temple, P. S., in which she had been
through the chairs.
She is survived by her husiband,
A. P. Gray, two sons, George of this
town Neil of Waterville, a brother,
Frank Newbert of Rockland, and a
sister, Mrs. Mabel Williams of
Salem, Mass., a grandson, F. O
Douglas E Gray, AAF.; anc? a
great-dranddaughter, Helen Gray

VINj

MRS

Committees in the Congrega
Mrs. H L. Robinson of Malden,
Mass., is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Hen tional Ladies’ Circle for the Church
INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE
Fair, Nov. 9. are: Fancy work, Mrs.
ry Mason
Mrs. Jessie Achorn has returned William Barrett, Mrs. Alice MacGEORGE K WORTS
Dougall. Mrs. S. A. Watts, Mrs.
frem a visit in Everett. Mass
W.NU. RELEASE
Floyd Hilton, frSN, who is sta Raychel Durant, Mrs Sadie Bar1 out. He blew a sharp breath into
tioned in Alaska, is passing a 30- rows, Mrs Robert Walker, Mrs.
CHAPTER XVII
! the lamp. The flame went out. With
HERE’S WHAT It COSTS
c'ay leave with his parents, Mr. and George Walker, Mrs. Elizabeth
“All you haveto go on is what all?h^‘ bra4nd>'
hi’ syst'm’ Zorie
Mrs. Maurice Hilton, Kaler's Cor Munsey; aprons, Mrs. William Cun
Advertisements In this column not to exceed three Unes In
Jfcul said-and he was maliciously £flec*d’
should ?ave b
ningham, Mrs. Maurice Hahn, Mrs.
ner.
serted once for 25 cents, two times for 50 cents. /‘ddltlonaJ
lying! He hit on the simplest and The blue beam of hi« P°cket W
Mrs. Edward Connor and son Lillian Shaw, Mrs. Flora Peabody,
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for two times. Fir*
surest way of destroying your faith was flickering around the room.
Richard returned Wednesday to Mrs. Edgar Wiley, Mrs. Alice
Then
she.
heard
the
sounds
that
words to a tine.
_.
In Steve. My whole argument. Mr.
Mathews, Mrs. Katie Starrett, Mrs.
Winchester, Mass.
(Special Notice: AH "blind ads" 00 calledL a. advertise
Lanning, is that Paul inadvertently I he had evidently heard. She heard,
Miss Anita Philbrook has re George Brigham, Mrs. S B Kal
ments which require the answers $• be sent te The Coariortricked you into losing your nerve I above the diminuendo of the rain,
turned from a visit in Damariscotta. loch, and Mrs. Olive Peabody;
Gasette office foe handling, cost U seats additional.
;
the
sucking
sounds
of
feet
beftig
and that you've ruined your chance
___1
Mrs Crosby Waltz ls visiting in cooked food, Mrs. William Robin
'
pulled
out
of
the
mud.
Then
she
forever to secure for your princi
son,
Mrs
Boynton
Maxey,
Mrs.
Wollaston,
Mass.
pals a weapon as vital as the fa heard a man's heavy breathing.
FOR SALE
LOST AND FOUND
Mrs. Lillian Reed has returned to Edwin Bog®;, Mrs. Laura Starrett,
In the darkness, Zorie held her
mous bombsight!”
Mrs Inez Mathews, Mrs. Emerson
Flushing, N. Y.
,
Mr. Lanning pushed himself away 1 breath. If it was Steve, he wes
DAVENPORT and Vnatching chair.
GOLD Naval Reserve (pin lost Wed
Perkins, Mrs. Alvah Simmons. Mrs.
Mrs.
Laila
Blanchard
inspected
saved!
They
would
both
be
saved!
from the doorjamb. He walked slow
Hue frlcz cushions; kitchen table,
nesday evening near or at W-’"-- •’
Ethel
Griffin
and
Mrs.
Ira
Perry;
Crescent Chapter, IOES, last Tues
ly toward her. "I wonder,” he said, j Mr. Lanning had tiptoed out of pened then?”
Thomaston. Finder please call THO'’- mamel tap; fibre rug, 9x12; lady's
day in East Boothbay. Those at miscellaneous Miss Frances Spear.
ASTON. 48-11.___________________ 85 83 1 -o^irn Winter coat, fur collar, size 42
■ the room. She heard his voice at
“if you’re just being clever.”
TEL. 768W____________________ I 85*83
“We got out of the car. I lost
IF the two boys that were seen to
“I’ve used nothing but plain, mid- the door, then another voice, but my automatic in the mud there. I tending from Wiwurna Chapter Mrs. Roland Starrett, Mrs. Anna
I
the
words
were
unintelligible.
3 ELECTRIC Washing Machines for
were Mr and Mrs. Joseph Brooks, starrett, Miss Rosa Spear, Mrs
pick up the 'bag of beads Sunday aft
western, horse sense!”
ernoon In East Friendship please re- sale, electric lrons,2 sandwich toasters
Then Mr. Lanning said: “Come don’t know how long we fought. Mrs. Laila Blanchard, Mrs. Thelma Fred Starrett, Mrs. Nestor Salo- Waterville.
turn lt- to Harry JMoore, no action will waffle iron, electric 2-burner het
“Stop using it!” he snarled. "You in here. There’s someone here I Sometimes I thought he had me. It
inaki. Miss Eda St. Clair; grabs,
be taken
HARRY MOORE. Friend p'ates, radios., table and console med
Discussed Maine’s Rescxirces
don’t honestly believe that Steve is , want you to see.”
was raining. The headlights went Benner, Mrs. Sace Weston, and Mrs.
ship..
___________ 85-86 els. 2 small cabinet oil burners. 1 large
a traitor to his own country—do ! She heard the sound of mud- out when we rolled down the bank. Lila Lovejoy. Mrs. Blanchard in Mrs Sidney Wyllie, Mrs. Dana
cabinet circulating qoal heater 1
Everett
F
Greaton,
executive
KEY-RING containing two car keys while enamel electric stove. 1 white
spected Chystal Chapter last Wed Smith, Sr., Mrs. Albert White, Mrs.
It
was
black.
I
killed
him.
He
is
you?”
I soaked shoes crossing the livingalso registration number 138083 enamel (combination Phllgas. with
nesday in IDamariscotta.
Walter Starrett, Mrs. Edwin Em secretary of the Maine Develop lost;
“Of course I do!”
Leave at Economy IFruit Store, Park oil burner, can be converted to burn
I room. The bright blue spark of the back there in the mud by the car."
ment
Commission,
guest
speaker
Schools
will
be
closed
Thursday
erson, Mrs. Uno Laiho, and Mrs
St., City. JOSEPH W COFFIN:
“And that he has been playing pocket light returned.
"Are you sure you killed him?”
Someone
85-86 wood or coal.
and Friday during the State Teach Lowell Moody Sr.; entertainment, Tuesday at the Woman's Club,
A new lot bf furniture, bed-room
square with us?”
Pierre
Savoyard
lifted
his
heavy,
struck a match. Mr. Lanning mut
pointed
out
several
unusual
in
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<To Be Continued)
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Workers on surgical dressings j
will meet tonight at Legion Hall to i
finish work on hand. Everyone is j
requested to attend.
George Breece of Hillside. N. J.,
and Michael Summers of Maple
wood, N. J., have returned home,
having been guests of Dr. W.. J.
Motzenbecker at Rockmere.
Mr. and Mrs. William Gregory of
L'orth Haven are in town for the ,
ivP.nter.
•j
Burton Carter, C. G., stationed
in Rockland, spent the week-end
with his family.
Mrs. Clarence Bennett was ho?- ■
tess Friday to tlje Nitaneat Club.
Lunch was served.
Thursday night at her home. Mrs.
Everett Libby entertained. Mrs.
Frank Thomas. Mrs. Langtry Smith
and Mrs Vaughn Johnson at,
bridge. Honors went to Mrs. Smith.
Lunch was served
Mr. and Mrs. John Ratcliff who
were in town to attend the William
Littlefield funeral returned Wed
nesday to Hartford, Conn
Mrs. Nellie York of North Haven
Ifos been guest the past week of
Jfrr. and Mrs Ivan Calderwood and
Mr. and Mrs William Lawry.
Mr and Mrs. Harold Look of

VE

TS
three line* fcaAddltional
i times. Fir*
e. adrerttoeThe Ceartor-
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Bnd matching chair.
Jons; kitchen table,
>re rug. 9x12; lady’s
[at. fur collar, size 42' 85*83
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Jd a new lot of livin'room congoleum
1'
nd $6 98 Special
Bes at $10.98. EARL
ICamden Arch.
Tel.
Tel Washington 7-5.
I
84*85
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< To relieve distress of MONTHLY

Female Weakness

(Also Fine Stomachic Tonic)
Lydia E. Plnkham’s Compound la
famous to relieve periodic pain and
accompanying nervous, weak, tiredout feelings—all due to functional
monthly disturbances. Made espe
cially for women—It helps naturel
Follow label directions.
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LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S JSEK

Pertland are visiting Mr Look's
uncle. Capt. Ira Smith.
King Lion Andrew Gilchrist and
Secretary Charles Webster of Vin
alhaven Lions Club returned Thurs
day from Augusta where the at
tended banquet and meeting given
in honor of the International Presi
dent of Lions, D. A Skeen of Salt
Lake City, Utah.
Mr. and Mrs. David Duncan at
tended the recent graduation of
their daughter, Rebecca Duncan
from Cambridge City Hospital.
M Sgt. Charles Morcng, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Morong of Port
land formerly of this town is a crew
chief in the Eighth Fighter Com
mand P-51 Mustang Group which
celebrated its first anniversary over
seas by destroying 30 German air
craft in ground strafing attacks.
According to a report from the
Eighth Air Force Fighter Station
in England, he recently was given
special commentation by his Com
manding Officer.
Mrs Florence Smith and Miss
Margaret Lowe have returned from
a business trip in Boston.
Mrs Andrew Gilchrist was hos
tess to the Atlantic avenue brige
club. Monday night at her home.
Lunch was served.
Mrs. Vaughn Johnson went Sat
urday to visit friends in Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Winslow,
returned Saturday to Worcester,
Mass.
Guests the past week at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Almond Miller
were; Dr. Conley, Miss Virginia
Eagan of Rockland, Leroy Guptill,
Auburn, and Gordon Emery Bar
Harbor.
Mrs. Addie Hall is visiting her
daughter. Miss Nellie Hall in Rock
port. Mass.
SK 2c Marion Littlefield, USN..
who was called here by death of
her brother A M M. 2c William
Littlefield U.S N. left Monday to re
port at Seattle, Washington.
Buy War Bonds and Stamps

WEST WASHINGTON

THORNDIKEVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Price of
Bath were recent visitors at the
home of Mrs. Price's sister, Mrs.
Elenora Ingraham.
Visitors Sunday at Lester Mer
rill's we're Mr and Mrs. Joseph
Regnier of Camden. Mrs. Wilbur
Ser.tcr and children of Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Leach and chil
dren Richard Virginia and Benny
of South Union.
Linley Merrifield has moved
from his farm to this place for the
Winter.
Mrs. Elizabeth Howard who
spent the Summer w.th her daugh
ter Mrs. S H. Davis In Port Clyde,
lias returned to Lester Merrill's
where she will stay during the
Winter.
Arthur Upham has returned
from Presque Isle where he has
oeen employed the past month.
Herbert Hoche has bought the
farm of Miss Geraldine Brewster
if Owl's Head, formerly known as
the Cobb farm and1 will occupy it in
the near future.
Miss Priscilla Alden of Union re
cently visited Miss Muriel Childs.
Kenneth Knight is home from
3a Ur Iron Works on a two months'
vacation

The weekly prayer meeting held
by Clifton B. London of the village
is well attended. The meeting this
week was at the home of Miss Katie
Kennedy. Next Tuesday night it
will be at the home of Mr. and Mrs
Cleo Bartlett.
Cleo Bartlett and John Babb are
harvesting their bean crop. They
have raised. 13 acres each of factory
seed beans.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Dyer and two
children of New Bedford, Mass.,
have returned to their home after
visiting Mr
and Mrs. Archie
Hibbert.
William R. Hewett of Somerville
visited Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Bartlett
recently.
Mrs. Florence Moore is giving p
double stork shower Wednesday in
honor cf Mrs. Claude Moore and
Mrs. Rodney Boynton.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Wellman gave
a farewell party Tuesday to Launa
Anderson who was inducted into the
Army and went Thursday to For
Devens.
Mrs. Estern Wellman and tw<
children have moved to their new
home at Stickney Corner which
they recently bought. Mrs. Well
man's husband is stationed at Camp
Croft. S. C.
Mrs. Merle Robins has been call
ed to Massachusetts to care for her
daughter who is ill.
Pomeroy camp in Wheelers Bay for
the Winter.
Philip M. York, CBM and family
SPRUCE HEAD
Mrs. Lucy Wall spent Tuesday have returned to their home in
with her niece, Mrs. Walter Rack Allston, Mass. Mr. York has been
painting his house during 15 days'
liff at her home in Wheeler’s Bay
Mrs. A J Deborie has returned tc leave from his duties at the Custom
Bangor after several days’ visit House in Boston.
Mr. and MrS. Edgar Newhall ef
with her sister, Mrs. Leland Morton.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Reed and Rockland were supper guests Mon
Mr. and Mrs. Kendall Reed of Bel day of Mr and Mrs. L. R. Tinney
Mr. and Mrs. John Clayter of
mont, Mass, spent the week-end at
the Reed cottage on Spruce Head Camden visited Tuesday with Mr.
and Mrs. Leland Morton.
and then closed it for the Winter
Roddy Elwell, Sic has returned to
Billy Batty is confined to the
Searsport
after 48 hours liberty
house by a severe cold.
Albert Davis and sister, Mrs. spent with his mother, Mrs. L. C.
Martha Maker are at the Cush Elwell.

UNION
✓V

mrs CHARJxyrre hawejs
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
Telephone 2-21

Eleven members of Seven Tree
Grange attended Pcmona Saturday
in North Warren.
Linwood Moody of Portland was
tuest of his parents Mr. and Mrs
Ernest Moody over the week-end
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Kalloch o
Thomaston were at the Moody
home Sunddy afternoon.
Woman’s Community club cleare
$30 Saturday on their suppei
benefit War Chest Fund.
The High School is sponsoring r
lalloween dance and social Oct 3
it the town hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Kirkpatrick
of Presque Isle, were guests last
veek of Mrs. Zena Nelson
Mi’s. Carrie Mank and daughter,
Mis. Cart Chrisiofferson of Rock
land are visiting in Somerville and
Boston.
Mrs. Irving Rich went Thursday
with her son. Lt. and Mrs. William
Rich to Dartmouth College. Han
over, N. H. Mrs Rich spent two
enjoyable days there, with her son
Harold Rich, U. S. N, who has
finished his training at the college
and will arrive home tomorrow.
He is one of 42 boys picked from 703
to attend the Navy pre-flight school
at Oakland, Calif., for six months
and will report for duty Nov. 1.
Orient Chapter OES. worked the
degree Friday on four candidates
Mr. and Mrs. William Pekkanen
and Mr. and Mrs. Niscolru The
chapter is invited to meet tonight
with Naomi Chapter, Tenant's
Harbor
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Joslyn and
three children who have been guests
of Mr. and Mrs Lucius Barker, re
turned Sunday to Waitsfield. Vt.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Glidden and

I son. Alien of Dover, N. H., were
i dinner guests Saturday of their
‘ aunt. Mrs Lela Haskell.
1 Mr. and Mrs. Walter Linwood
Sr., left Friday for their home in
Milton, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Heald and
grandson, Billy McFarland were
guests Sunday of Mrs. Thornton
Conant. Skowhegan. s

PLEASANT POINT
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Davis were
delightfully surprised last Tuesday
night when a knock sounded at
their door and 25 friends and neigh;ors entered, laden with goodies to
celebrate the 22d wedding anniersary of Mr. and Mrs. Davis. A
social evening was spent with music
nd singing, the selections of Ken
neth Sevan and Robert Ames being
especially enjoyed. A gift of money
was presented to Mr. and Mrs.
Davis with the best wishes of their
friends for many more happy years
together.
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Herrick and
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Stimpson spent
several, days in Hope recently.
Mrs Mildred Marshall is recover
ing from a sore arm.
Mrs. Ethel Jackson of Lisbon
spent a few days the past week
with her daughter, Mrs. Florence
Seven. Mrs. Jackson is recovering
from an accident to her arm.
Mrs. Hattie Young visited Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Young in Thomaston
the past week.
Mrs Eula Coombs recently en
tertained at dinner Charles Gould
and sisters Bertha and Marion
Gould.

YOU
HE NEEDSH9///

BUVUlflR BOHDS

* This month alone, CBS Network programs bring you more than ’1,000,000

worth of all-star radio talent. Tune in these headliners tonight on this station!

YOUR HIT PARADE 9:00 p.m.

Frank
Sinatra and Joan Edwards sing the top
tunes of the week. Mark Warnow con
ducts; the Hit Paraders assist. The result
is one ol the nation’s favorite programs.

Mi

SATURDAYS

STONINGTON
Iva Morey is employed at
Yacht. Basin.

THE LYRIC MUSE

the

Mr- and? Mrs. Asbury Hutchinson
and family have moved to the
Milton McGaddis house.
Theodore Boyce is home from the
hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Blood, Lawrence
Blood and Beth Blood of Rockland
were recent visitors at the home of
Mr and Mrs. Sylvanus Fifield
Mr. and! Mrs. Frank McQuarrie
and children have returned to Lew
iston.
Mr. and Mrs Harold Morey of
Portland were recent visiters here
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Nash have
returned from a visit in Baltimore.
Donald Eaton. Sic spent the
week-end at home from Melville,
R. I.

Uriah Crowell has returned to
Cape Cod
Mr. and Mrs George Lemoine
and children of Swan’s Island
passed the week-end with Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Gross.
Lewis Pinkham was at his Sor
rento home for the week-end.
Mabel Haskell is home from
Biuehill.
Mr s Winnie Barbour and! Mrs.
Ethna Buckminster recently visit
ed Mrs. Vera .Donnelly in fYtirfield.
Linda Burges® of the Maine
School of Commerce passed the
week-end with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs Carl Burgess.
Mrs. Nettie Knowlton died Oct.
10 at her home at Tea Hill

Publication Limited to Brief
Poems
of Original Composition
By Subscribers

IS THAT SO!
IForThe Courier-Gazette]
So you’re tired erf the shipyard.

And It's got you off your feed.

And you’re thinking of retiring?
Ah. too bad. It Is Indeed.
This Is our advice, kid.
Don't take it hard;
If you want the foxholes
We’ll take the yard
So you Just can't bear the foreman
And he's getting In your hair.
And you’re ready for a walkout
Now-now; there-there.
Before you act too rashly,
——From admiral to yeoman.
You can have the Axis,
Give us the foreman!
4
What! You didn't get -your bonus,
And It's driving you to drink?
Oh, and ah, the pity of lt!
(That's what you think.)
Tills is our opinion—
If we’re wrong you can phone up—
We got the Huns, now
We want a Bonus!
So you’re going to strike, eh, fella?
Well, while you're on vacation
You can blow a ring ot smoke
Around this consideration:
When the ships quit coming.
Perhaps you think we'U hike?
You alnt klddln',
We’re gonna strike!
]

FRIDAYS

r

WEDNESDAYS

TUESDAYS

SUNDAYS

GREATMOMENTS IN MUSIC IU:Ou p.m.
THAT BREWSTER BOY 9:20 p. m.
Teen aged Joey Brewster gets into and
out of mixups faster than scat. Don t miss
Iimirth-filled adventure tonight.

Delightful, relaxing moments as Jean
Tennyson with stellar support,^sings the
best from opera, musical comedy and
operetta.

THURSDAYS

EDWIN C. HILL 6:15 p.m.Beki»dti.eheadline views on the Human Sia-e of the
News. A different slant on events and
personalities of the day.

PHIL BAKER 10:00 p m. Th.

who makes a million sound small beside
tlie $64 question,the quizzing quipmaster
of “Take It or Leave It ’is on the air I

town

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Barrows are
at their home in Newtonville, Mass.,
having closed their Summer resi
dence for the Winter.
SSgt. Ralph Caven sent back to
the States recently from England
because of a serious injury to an
arm, has returned to the Cushing
General Hospital in Framingham
after passing a few day® with his
wife at the home of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. M. E. Anthony.
Miss Josephine Tolman on vaca
tion from the office of John Bird
Co., is spending the week with rela
tives in Massachusetts. ‘
Mrs. Arthur Turner and chil
dren Richard and Linda of Worces
ter are visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Vesper Hall
Miss Wanda Misiarck of Burling
ton, N. J., and Miss Helen Merck of
Trenton, N. J., passed a day this
week with Mrs. Ralph Caven. Re
turning to their respective homes,
Mrs. Caven accompanied them and
will pass a few days with her hus
band who is receiving treatment
at the General Hospital in Fram
ingham, Mass.
Misses Gladys and Mary Tolman
spent the week-end with their sister,
Mrs. Ernest Crockett in Rockport.
Mrs. Noyes Farmer, Jr., returned
last night after spending a few
days in Boston meeting Chere Miss
Dorothy Farmer of West Virginia.
The house recently vacated by J.
E. Sennett and family and owned
by Mrs. Walter Tolman has been
painted.
Mr. and Mrs. William O’Jala hav<

l. t.

M M M «t

ORFF’S CORNER
Mrs. Samuel Hooper is visiting in
Boston.
Miss Mabelle Borneman returned
Wednesday to Salem, N. H„ and
Mrs Annie Borneman who has
been her guest, to Andover, Mass ,
Mrs. Ella Bragg was the can
vasser for the War Chest drive in
this community.
Mrs. Nora Ludwig returned
Thursday to Gardiner after a few
days’ visit with iMr. and) Mrs. Harry
Creamer.
i
Mr. and Mrs Percy Elwell and
Mrs. Robert Elwell of Unity were
calilers Wednesday at Albert El
well's.
Miss Emily Perry of Appleton is
guest of her aunt, Mrs. Lizzie
Hoch.
,
Mr and Mrs Bernard York and
son Clarence, accompanied by Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth S. Elwell, Mrs.
Charles Morgan and Miss Beatrice
Elwell, spent Sunday in Unity with
Mr. and Mrs Percy Elwell.
Pvt. Elwood Wentworth of Camp
Gordian Johnston, Fla.,, passed
Monday night at Horace Smith’s.
Mrs. Charles Morgan (Mildred
Elwell) of Jamaica Plain, Mass.,
who is visiting her parents, Mr and
Mrs. Kenneth S. Eliwell in Warren
was guest Wednesday of her sister,
Mrs. Bernard York and called on
other relatives and friends.
Henry Meyer I of Dorchester,
Mass., is spending a few days at his
Summer home while repairs are be
ing made, and also visiting his
daughter, Mrs J. H. Damon, Jr., in
the village.
Mrs. Winfield Havener and
daughter Jane returned home Sat
urday after a few days' visit with
Mrs. Raymond Jackson.

c.

Randolph

This little strip of light
Twlxt night and night.
Let me keep bright
Today!
And let no shadow otf Tomorrow
Nor sorrow
,
From the dead yesterday
Gainsay my happiness Today!
And If Tomorrow shall be sad.
Or never come at all, I've had
At least—today!
—Edward Hersey Richards.

****
YOUR PART AND MINE
(For The Courier-Gazette)
Yours is the fighting, dear, and mine
the waiting;
Yours is the blood and sweat and

mine the tears!

Mine Is the loneliness, so unabatlng.
Unending days and nights of haunt
ing fears!
You storm the beaches where the
bombs are falling!
I tend the home fires—keep them
burning bright.
Dearest, my heart to yours Is ever call
ing,
My thoughts are always with you day
and nl^ht.
Yours Is the courage grim—you walk
with dangers.
Mine Is the humdrum round of
household chores,
Turning a placid face to gaze of
strangers—■
Hiding an agony the world Ignores!
You carry on while sheila are burst
ing near you
Andi unseen death stalks at each
fighters side!
While I write letters to uphold and
cheer you—
Your courage and your dal mg are
my pride.
My dearest, when the rose-tipped
dawn Is breaking
I find my llpo are iwhlspeirlng your
your name
You're my last thought at night, my
first on waking—
An<J If tears fall could anybody
T»lame?
My dear. I'll cover you with constant
prayer
day.
Until the victory comes one golden
When you’ll be coming back from
“over there"—
Home, my beloved, evermore to stay!
Nellie M. Ervlne
Tenant's Harbor.
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BELLS AT EVENTIME

As clashing sounds of busy day
Abstains from every blatant height
While evening shadows fold their play
And love-light soothes the dulcet way
There Cories upon the gentle air
An overtone harmonious rare
Whose melody soothes away dull care.
'Tls bells for evening vespers ringing
Their music Call the heart to singing
With mystic Symphonies all divine
Recalling heights of other days
Qf cloistered Joys and gentle ways
Then comes the answer praver essavs
Keep hold otf faith. It brooks no de
lays.
Kathleen S. Fuller
Rockland.

•t

•

M «t it

POETRY
[For The Courier-Gazette]
When the world is done
With overmuch talk,
Out of the hush
May rise a cooling mist
Of simple words . . .
Your kind of words,
O poet,
,
Who spake from the Mount!
—Agnes Armstrong

recently received the first letter
for many weeks from their son who
is in Belgium. It stated that he has
received a promotion and is now
Sgt. W. Raymond O'Jala.

by saving your used food cans. Rw
move labels, wash, flatten. Put in
separate container next to your

trash can. Save for local pickup.;

_______

!or sale, 8 rooms and bath.
garage; can be used for one
ililes 12 CLARENDON ST-.
________________ 80*tl
Agent stove for sale, launanges and heaters, writing
Vlctrola. copper washboiier.
itch box. large, elec, toasttop lavatory, flush toilet,
tone sink, coffee um and
outfit. Lot of BX cable
C E GROTTON, 138 Camfel. 1Q91W______________ 81tf
letters and bull lor sale,
lerefords. 2 years old. dark,
extra fancy red In color,
condition. Reason for sell*
meh stock on hand and no
BEDELL. Cushing. 83-85
’WO GOOD VALUES
, modern 10-room house for
aibot avenue. Excellent loftr churches and schools. Hot
it. large lot of land. Inspect
inty and make an offer.
bungalow for sale at 693
ft. some liardwood floors.
not air heat. Large baeelr garage. Space for garden.
enable
>REST A THURSTON
ounty Rd.
TO. 1158

PEPSI F°A flavor

CORLISS ARCHER 9:30 p.m. A laugh
a minute—because here comes Corliss,
with all the teen-age problems of today
nd tomorrow in one package of fun. <

'ill

te

MONDAYS

VOX POP 8:00 p.m.

Parks Johnsoa

and Warren Hull stop at your house to
night, enroute with the grand-daddy of
audience participation programs!

A

Stay tuned to WGAN for HEWS, including the all-star global news-reporting staff of CBS WORLD HEWS

big money saver
P«JM<-Cota Company, Long

Itland Citf, N. »

Strand Theatre, Thursday, Friday, Saturday

THOMASTON
GLADYS O. CONDON
Correspondent

Tel. 113-3

Miss Grace Faulkner of Houlton,
who has been visiting her sister and
brother-in-law, Mt. and Mrs. Harry
Sullivan, went Friday to Connecti
cut, accompanied by her niece, Miss
Barbara Sullivan.
Friends of Douglas Mills, formerly
of this town, will be interested to
learn of hls recent marriage to
Frances Janet MacLeod of Bar
Harbor.
Pfc. George Hall, who has served
over seas for two years is passing
a 21-day lurlough at his home on
Beechwoods street.
A diphtheria toxoid clinic will be
held today at the selectmen's of
fice at 1.30 p. m All children'over
six months may attend.
Mrs. Guy Lermond returned home
Friday, after a three weeks’ visit
in Boston.
A special meeting of the May
flower Temple P. S. will be held to
night for the purpose of inspection
by iMrs. Addie Saunders, past grand
chief of Maine. Supper at 6 p m.
for members; meeting at 8 o’clock.
Lt. Wilho Lampinen and Mrs.
Lampinen left Monday for Wash
ington, D. C., after visiting his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Anselm
Lampinen for a few days.
Word has been received of the
birth of a daughter to Capt and
Mrs. Norman Rogers at Abilene,
Tex. Capt. Rogers is the son of
Mrs. Herbert Wheeler.
93c Charles Smith has returned to
Camip Sampson, N. Y., after passing
his leave with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Stanley and
family have moved to their newlybought home cn Erin street, former
ly owned by Miss Bertha Luce.
The junior class of Thomaston
High School won the Inter-class
cross-country track meet Friday. 1
A meeting of the Third District
Council of American Legion Auxi
liary, will be held tonight at 8 at
the Legion Hall. Rockland.
TJSgt Richard Woodcock and
Mrs. Woodcodk Returned Sunday
to Fort Knox. Ky., after spending a
furlough with his parents, Mr and
Mrs. Earl Woodcock.
Mrs. Euda Lermond of Union
spent the week-end with Mrs. Guy
Lermond after a visit with her son
Earl Lermond in Swampscott, Mass.
Grace Chapter O.ES, entertained
the Past Matrons and Patrons’ As
sociation at its annual meeting

Ritual...
In our Funeral Home we
are prepared to meet the

ritual requirements of any
creed,

Tuesday-Friday
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benevolent order,

patriotic organization or
other group. Our staff is

thoroughly familiar with
these observances and you

may be sure that every de
tail is carried our exactly
as you wish them to be.

DAVIS FUNERAL HOME
22 KNOX STREET
TEL. 192
THOMASTON, Me.

“Early in 1943, Norman Rockwell
completed his famous series of
paintings ‘The Four Freedoms.’ He
had already achieved celebrity as
an interpreter of America’s folk
ways. Now his stature became in
ternational and he was the recipient
of a global wave of acclaim. It
was at this time that the artist con
ceived of a sulbject comparable in
emotional appeal and perhaps even
more challenging to his mature
craftsmanship. He saw in Jennifer
Jones as the simple girl of Lourdes
in Franz Werfel’s ‘The Song of
Bernadette' the inspiration for one
of his finest canvases. Here, through
the medium of a lone girl, glorious

and exalted, could be created a
pairtting to inspire people in all
walks of life. Many were the
sketches prepared. Constantly, the
artist deliberated! over details of
composition and color. With expert
draughtsmanship he sought to
capture what Franz Werfel had ex
pressed in words. How well he suc
ceeded, is implicit in the reproduc
tion of the finished work, above
Tills portrait of Bernadette will
reach the hearts of all who see it—
for in its subtle expressiveness, in
every stroke of the brush—it con
veys'the essence of everything that
was so movingly written into ‘The
Song of Bernadette'.’’

Thursday. The decorations were
done by Chester Vose, consisting of
Fall flowers and leaves. A business
meeting was held, conducted by the
president. Milton Griffin of Rock
land, and the association was wel
comed by Worthy Matron Margaret
M Stone. The present officers were
reelected: Milton Griffin, president;
Doris Ogier of Camden, vice presi
dent; Belle Frost of Rockland,
treasurer. A short memorial service
was held with the following past
matrons taking part: Lura Libby,
Florence Gardiner, Emma Young,
and Edna Young. An entertain
ment was given as follows: Patri
otic drill, Mrs. Louie Rogers' pupils;
reading, Mrs. Grace Rollins of
Rockland; piano duet, Arelene
Spaulding and Anita Burton; vocal
solos, “Sing Me To Sleep’’ and
“Smiling Through’’ by Gwendolyn
Barlow; piano solos, “Deep Purple’’
and “Chloe’’ by John Dana.
The Pythian Circle will be enter
tained Thursday at 1.30 p. m. by
Mrs. Arthur Henry.
Mrs. Maynard Spear has returned
home after visiting her son and
daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Spear in Jersey City, N. J.
Pfc. Elmer Biggers, has returned
to Camp Van Dorn, Miss , after
passing a five day furlough with his
parents. Dr. and Mrs. Elmer Biggers.
Mrs. Marita Hawley was hostess
to the Contract Club Friday, at her
home on Main street. Mrs. Marita
Hawley won high score. Mrs. Agnes
Boynton, second, and Mrs. Arthur
Elliot, third. Mrs. Ruth Rockwell
will entertain the club next Friday
at her home on Main street.
All schools oiose Wednesday neon
for the rest of the week that teach- j
ers may attend the Teacher’s Con
vention in Lewiston.

Social Matters
Mrs. Ralph W. Brown of Gray is
visiting Mrs. Robert C. Bicknell at
her home on Main street for a few
days.
Commander and Mrs. George H
Reed have closed their cottage at
Bayside and are at The Thorndike
Hotel before engaging permanent
Winter quarters.
Dr. and Mrs. H. V. Tweedie have
returned from a vacation trip to
New Brunswick and Quebec.

DOWLING-KETCHAM
Sunday afternoon, Miss Jane Ket
cham of Huntington, Long Island,
N. Y„ became the bride of Sgt. Ben
edict J. Dowling. Jr., of Rockland.
The ceremony was performed by
Rev. Thcmas Murry in the presence
of the immediate families and
friends.
The bride wore a suit of soldier
blue with matching hat and black
accessories. Her bouquet was red
roses. Miss Ketcham chose her
sister-in-law, Mrs. Doris Mitchell
Ketcham for her matron of honor.
She wore a rust suit with gold col
ored hat and carried yellow roses.
James Albert Dowling, brother of
the bridegroom, was best man.
The bride is the daughter of Mrs.
Myrtle and the late Alva Ketcham
of Huntington, Long Island. The
bridegroom is the sen of Benedict
J. Dowling, Sr., of Rockland.
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TODAY-TUESDAY

BARGAIN DAY

TENANT’S HARBOR

Double Horror Show

Mrs. Ida Rivers who spent the
Summer at her home here, returned
Sunday to the home of her son at
36 Quint avenue, Allston 34, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Rivers and Mrs.
Albert E. Spaulding visited her
over the holiday.

“Cry Of The Were

Wolf”
and

“Soul Of A Monster”
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

“Man From Frisco”
with

MICHAEL O’SHEA and

A’|

ANNE SHIRLEY

Social Matters

The Memory Man

Ralvan Welker, son of Rev. and
Mrs. Roy A Welker, who graduated “Our Hero” Takes On Added
from Rockland High School this
Years and Prospect
June, is leaving today to enter the
Freshman class at Oberlin College.
Of Marriage
Oberlin. Ohio. He will visit a few
(Second Installment)
days with his sister, Miss Molly(By Iree Member)
Welker, who is a junior at Skidmere College, Saratoga Springs,
During the first years of his ado
lescence Our Hero was, put it
N. Y.
rather mildly, inclined to slcuchiMiss Betty O’Brien, Miss Faith iness. His droop shoulder seemed to
Long and Miss Ruth Robinson are droop a little more, his arms and
legs seemed to grow longer—which
spending the week in Boston.
made hls body look shorter—his
Sophocles T. Ccnstantine is spend hands outgrew his arms and his
feet outgrew his "shanky’’ legs and
ing a few days in Boston.
hls clothes seemed to fold upon
The Albert H. Newbert Associa themselves in creases and hang
tion was entertained Friday night about hls body—like rags hanging
at the Yates Cottage, Owl’s Head, on a limby stick. His voice? It
by Mr. and Mrs. Allan B. Borger didn’t change much—ft was full
son. Thirty were present. The next grown and mature when he was
meeting will be held iNov. 17 in born and his body and limbs simp
Masonic Temple, with Mrs. Maitie ly grew up around it.
Spaulding, Mrs. Grace Rollins, Mrs.
When he entered the law office
Frances Morse and Mrs. Nellie Dow, he contnuedlto do what he had al
hostesses.
ways done—nothing. Work? Not
he! Wouldn't even mow the lawn
Neil IB. Little is at Burdines’, and his heaviest labor was taking
Miami, Fla., for the Winter.
enormous amounts of (food into his
capacious stomach.
Mr. and: Mrs. W. S. Tripp of The
Soon, however, Hero’s lank fraiWe
Highlands entertained Sunday at a
began to “fill out” (as eidSime said)
family dinner party, when the en
and when his ‘ teens’’ were behind
gagement of their granddaughter,
Miss Dorothy Tripp of Portland to him people began to remark: “Looks
First Class Machinists’ Mate El like Hero is heading to be a big
wood Bowen of Virginia, was an man.’’ His clothes fitted him better
nounced. Those present were Miss and he began to take pride in his
Tripp’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. appearance. A skillful tailor pMld
Leslie Tripp, and sister, Mrs. Elroy ed the droopy shoulder a bit, ufged
Rumery, all of Portland; Mr. and Here to “throw your shoulders back
Mrs. Frederick Tripp and daughter, and get rid of that little hump in
Sandra, Miss Dorothy Tripp, Mr. your back" and, for a wonder. Hero
Bowen and Mr. and Mrs. W. S. took this sound advice to heart,
Tripp. Table decorations were in shed his slouchiness and “perked’’
red, white and' blue, with ribbons up considerably.
During all this time he never
leading to the announcement cards
and ring. Mr. Bowen was home on ceased to “flap his tongue ”—as his
jeave from the Solomons and has Dad, eld Sime, called it. “If he
seen service in both the Atlantic keeps on he’ll be a pretty good
and the Pacific areas for more than lookin' feller—if Ihis tongue flappin’
two years. He left for California don’t kill him and everybody else be
yesterday to return to duty. No fore he stops Ailin’ out and dressin’
date is set for the wedding. Mrs. up,” said old iSime.
Rumery’s husband is a staff ser
It was the truth—Hero was fast
geant in the supply section of the developing into a big. good looking
air service and is on duty some man! Strange, but true.” Hero was
where in England.
never a bashful chap, far, far from
it, and he began to attend the social
Mrs. Frank Miller, Jr., of Dor gatherings in town—and even some
chester, Mass., and) Mrs. Russell in surrounding towns. Next he
Snow of Cape Cod. have been recent joined the Grange and here he
guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Pas- found an opportunity to forge to
son. Mrs. Miller’s husband was a the front as an orator. He entered
shipmate of Mr. Passon on the U. into every discussion and talked on
S. S. Duane.
every subject and soon developed
Sgt. and Mrs. Benedict J. Dowl into a very clever talker. Much of
ing, Jr., are guests*of Mr. and Mrs the harshness left his voice. It mel
Ben J. Dowling at 50 Holmes street. lowed anq he soon learned to use
the remarkable power of his voice
Mertland G. Harrington of Rock for something else than bellowing.
land, before Judge Dwinal yester His voice was all he possessed with
day. was fined $23.50, including yhich to hold the attention of an
costs, for leaving the scene of an kudience and he was smart enough
accident at Warren without making to realize it and capitalize it. He
himself known, The arrest was was smart enough, also, to listen to
speeches made toy men who were
made by State Policeman Foley.
fluent and experienced speechMrs. Elsie C. Moody goes shortly makers and to ape their delivery and
to St. Petersburg, Fla., to spend mannerisms until he developed into
the Winter. Her addresj there will a really fine speaker.
When he was in his early twen
be 860 5th Avenue, South.
ties the daughter of one of the pros
Mr. and Mrs. Benedict J. Dowling, perous townsmen became interested
Sr., and James Albert Dowling have in Hero—Hero, to be absolutely
returned from Huntington, Long truthful, was interested in only one
Island, N. Y., where they attended thing in the world—himself. How
the wedding of Mr. Dowling’s son, ever, although the young lady was
Sgt. Benedict J. Dowling, Jr., and not overly attractive, she finally
Miss Jane Ketcham.
“landed her man’’ as is usually the
case.
More than 300 were present at
There was quite a “to do” when
the opening of the Teen Age Club the engagement was announced—
at the Community Building. Mrs. which put Hero more in the lime
O’Brien and Mrs. Allen were chap light on the social horizon, especial
erones, and music for dancing was ly among the female members of the
furnished! by Wayne Drinkwater’s social set, of which there is always
orchestra. Ping pong, checkers and one in every town, city or hamlet.
reading were also diversions. A Hero was the topic of many “get-to
pool table is being set up and should
gethers’’ and some of the ladies
be ready for play tomorrow. Miss
took great pleasure in whispering
Betty O’Brien and staff of girls
have done a fine job in getting the behind their plump or skinny hands
club room started. It will be open (as the case might be) that “It is
Mondays, Wednesdays and Satur really too. too bad that Hero should
days from 7 to 10 p. m. It is plan be snared by a female so many years
ned to arrange another room for the his senior, but, of course there is no
accounting for taste and if Hero
younger Teen Agers.
wanted a wife almost told enough to
Voluntary contributions have be his mother, why, well, he was at
been made the past two weeks at liberty to throw himself away if he
the First Baptist Church to a fund chose to do so, I suppose.’’
However, Hero didn’t consider the
to cover the cost of painting the
exterior of the church and for need few years difference in their ages
ed repairs. The goal was exceeded of enough moment to throw over
at the Sunday night service. As the financial and social assets which
each ten dollars in contributions would accure to him by his marriage
was announced, a section of a large and so. like Hero’s voice, the en
painting of the church was unveiled. gagement went booming along until

ROCKPORT

these not able to come. Out of
town guests were: Mr. and Mrs. Jo a
seph Ricker of Augusta Mrs. JcamfT
Wayning, Damariscotta, Mr. and
Mrs. John Gardner and Mrs. Alice
Wiley of Rockland, and Mr. and
Mrs. James Moore and family of
Glen Cove Miss Eleanor Hanson spent the
week-end In Boston.
Miss Janet McKay of Oak Grove
Seminary was at home over the
week-end.
Mrs. Ruth Collamer will be in
Boston this week to attend classes
in piano and public school music
teaching at the New England Con
servatory of Music.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Burkett are
parents of a daughter. Nancy Alici£|
born Oct. 19.
G. H. Thomas was in Boston last
week to attend the Hudson Coal
Dealers Convention at the Statler
Hotel.
Sgt. Edward Prescott is home
from New York on a short furlough.
Miss Julia Spear entertained a
party of friends on her seventh
birthday, Saturday. Guests were;
Charlene Ames, Gloria Potter, Bet
ty Wasgatt, Sheila Billings, Ruth
Yeung, Judith Rhodes. Nancy Har
mon. Patricia Barker, Harriet
Thomas. Barbara Tounge, Sandra
Goodwin, Maxine Orff, Dorothy
Sullivan, Caroline Spear. Emily
Randlett was not able to attend.
Julia s grandmothers, Mrs. M. W»
Spear and Mrs. William Reed were
also present to celebrate the occa
sion as well as Mrs. Wesley Thurs
ton, Misses Lulu and Nellie Payson
and Mrs. Raymond Billings.
Dr. and Mrs. John Miller cf Mar
blehead, Mass., have a daughter,
bom Oct. 20.

CAMDEN
A A >>

E. A. OHAMPNEY
Correspondent

MISS HELEN M. RICH
Correspondent
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Mrs. Everett Libby has returned
to her home in Manchester. N. H.
after spending several weeks in
town.
Mrs. Emma Bryant of Camden
was guest Friday of Mrs. Ellen
Daucett.
Mr. and Mrs. William Murray
are spending a few days in New
York City with their son iRalph who
has entered the Merchant Marine
service.
Officers cf Fred A. Norwood
Corps, W R. C. are asked to be
present at the meeting Friday to
practice for inspection.
The Red Cross rooms will be open
Tuesday afternoon and evening.
Work will be on surgical dressings.
Bxitra workers are needed in or
der that the work now on hand
may be completed by the end of the
month.
The Twentieth Century Club will
meet Friday with Mrs. Nina Carroll.
Miss Marion Weidman will en
tertain 'the Johnson Society Wed
nesday .
The G. W. Club will meet Thurs
day with Mrs. Edith Bennett, Cam
den. I
i
,
Dr. and Mrs. John W. Hyssong
have closed their West Rockport
cottage and were guests Friday of
Mr. and Mrs. (Ralph H. Wilson.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will
meet with Mrs. Nina Carroll Wed
nesday afternoon.
|
Mrs .Margaret Carr and Miss
Natalie Nash of Rockland ’were
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Roland F. Crockett.

William Graham McAuIey, 78,
died at his home on Sea street, Fri
day, after a long illness. Hls wife,
| Addie Tucker McAuIey died in 1939.
Mr. McAuIey was a carpenter and
; boat builder and had lived here for
150 years Surviving him are a
daughter, Mrs. Margaret Spruce,
a brother, Douglas McAulejy. and a
granddaughter, Elaine Spruce. Ser J
vices were held Monday from his j
residence. Rev. Melvin H. Dorr offi i
ciating. Interment was in Moun
tain street cemetery.
Arey-Heal Post Auxiliary extends
invitation to the Post and their fam
ilies to a supper tonight at the Le
gion rooms at 6:30 o’clock Gerry
Wade. Legion State Commander will
be the speaker.
Vera B. Easton, Ph. M. 3c in the
WAVES has returned to duty at In
dian Head, Md., after a ten-day
furlough with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Easton.
Helene Foster and Flora Pearce,
students at Colby College were
home for the week-end
Mr. and Mrs. Blanchard Greenlatt, who are spending the Winter
in Bath, were visiting friends In
town last week.
Mrs. John McLeod of Isleboro is
the guest of her son-in-law and
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. George
Dodge.
Mrs. Burpee Higgins of Rockland
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Ray
Eaton.
Mr. and Mrs. David Wooster cele
brated their silver wedding anni
versary Bunday, by holding "open
house’’ from 2 o’clock until £>. Be
it ended with the marriage cere tween 50 and 60 friends called at
df
Uncle Sam needs*
mony which was to prove to be a their home on Simonton road,
used food cans^
splendid asset in the life of Hero— beautifully decorated in silver and Removfc labels, wash, flatten. PuW
white, to offer their felicitations, In. separate container next to your?
politically, at least.
and many cards were received from trash can. Save for local pickup.
(To be continued

ENAMELLING, LACQUERING, ETC.

(either Metal oY Wood) Southworth can help
you.
Our large, modern Plating Division,

When it’s

-it’s tops

one of the finest in the East, specializes in this

/PA
I
ROCKl

HELEN (OLDIS) KNIGHT

TIRES

—I’]

HAS RETURNED TO GILBERTS

We carry one of the most
complete tire stocks in
the State
AU Sizes In
Grade 1 Tires

PERMANENTS

(ON

from

$5.00

Tl

Relax In our modem salon—
skilled beauticians give you a
new, breath-taking beauty.
Easy-to-care-for permanents,

And Most Sizes In
Grade 3 Tires

styled

Prompt Recapping Service
See Us for for Your
Tire Problems

settings.

Everything

T

from feather fluffs, to up
sweeps.
All inexpensively
yours.

v

i.

Vi

LOOK AS LOVELY AS .YOU FEEL—VISIT

We Garry Bike Tires

79-T-tf

GILBERT’S

A
ItOMBIA
'ICTURE

CHESi
«‘BOS

BEAUTY SALON

ivi

375 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND

PHONE 142
ROAD
ENGAG.

Daily Trip to the ^NeverNever Land" e

•
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Honestly, I never saw such a family!

Every day it’s the same old story —

fFho’s to get the comic page first! Why,

morning, or come |o the table at night

to catch up on Blondie and Dogwood!”

till he’s seen Orphan Annie and Tillie

Just the same, Mother, it’s pretty

the Toiler. I can’t get the children

nice to know there’6 always something

ready for school or ready for supper till

for the folks to laugh at, isn’t it? The

they’ve seen Terry And The Pirates

comic strips in your newspapers are

equipment, the newest processes, even to
color plating,” and a highly trained staff of

and Dick Tracy. Sometimes I think the

’'make-believe”

Quality Controls and our own ’’Know-how” can make it. Insist on Sealtest

only solution is to subscribe for three

children alike can enjoy. In this war

workmen, each an expert in his particular field.

—and you’lf enjoy ice cream at its best.

copies of the morning and evening

time world that’s a thing to he glad

papers; perhaps, then, I’ll get a chance

about!

of

course.
Use the attached coupon for your
Free copy of the new Southworth Data Unit on

that

grownups

and

And, of course, these regular features :

YOU CAN ALWAYS DEPEND ON

Mail it TODAY—Now.

News Services: United Press, Associated Press, Associated Press Wirephotos, NEA-

FRO-JOY

Because we are 100% on War work, service is

dependent on your priority rating.

Acme Newspictures, Press Herald Washington News Bureau; Six Famous Colum

Adults

nists; Complete Coverage of Local News; Popular Comics and Cartoons; Authori

Children i

tative Editorials; Sports Pages; Society News; Theatre News; Homemaking Sug

SouthVrorth Machine Co.
30 Warren Ave.

Spencer Foun
Individually desij
all needs. Mrs
235 Broadway,

DINEHART

Yes—the word Sealtest is your guarantee that our ice cream will always be
as pure, nourishing and taste-appealing as the finest ingredients, Sealtest

Here you will find the latest modern

Plating and Finishing.

A prgoram oi
Woman’s Baptist
at the New Eng]
of Music, Boston,
.by The Courier-C
>>-.! of the org!
Lloyd S. Kelly o
nue, Dorchester
former Mildred I
ter efi the late
Packard of Glen

&

If you have a ' covering” or "finishing” problem

Get complete information—no obligation,

Mrs. Earle C
Pearl E, Borger;
from a vacation
state, where they
ine Schofield in

John won’t leave for the office in the

IS HEADQUARTERS FOR PLATING, DIPPING,

work.

Tuesday-Frii

ejew/cj?

gestions; Financial News.

Portland, Maine

ICE

CREAM

CLIP AND MAIL —
Please send

Portland Press Jferato

f Southworth literature
Engine Rebuilding__
.Welding--------Plating___
Metallizing
Electrical Repair
Factory and Mill Maintenance
Check subject desired.
NAME___________________
ADDRESS _____________

PORTLAND EVENING EXPRESS
Dniuoit of Noiaui Deiry Products Corporate*

I

. '

•

Village Store Program, with jack Haler,
TtanetaAe Joea D*ri Scaktw
__
: Network
TlMHdm, 9:50 P. A.NBCr

.
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H Marion Bean has
from a visit in Portland.

able to come. Oat of
Is were: Mr. and Mrs. Jo a
Ir of Augusta Mrs. Jcanrlj
1 Damariscotta. Mr. and
J Gardner and Mrs. Alice
IRockland. and Mr. and
Is Moore and family of

Social Matters

returned

Mrs. Hattie Davies will entertain
E. F. A., Club Wednesday afternoon
at her home on South Main street.

W

Friday’s Meeting At Glen
Cove Marked By Inter
esting Address

Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Orcutt, who
The Woman’s Educational Club
came to attend the 'funeral of
George M. Derry, returned to Nan- met at Glen Cove with Mrs. Hazel
Woodward and again we have to,
tasket Beach today.
thank her for her gracious hospital
Harold J. Giidden, manager of ity. Dr. David Hamilton spoke on
Armour & Company at Dover, N. •The Civil Air Patrol.” “It was or
H„ Mrs. Giidden and their son, Al ganized two weeks before the at
len, were guests last week of Mrs. tack on Pearl Harbor so it can be
One soldier writes this endearing
Glidden’s father, Capt. Allen V. assumed there were those In the
message
‘o his mother:
Sawyer, and Mrs Sawyer, James ■‘know’’ who made some attempt at
“
I
never
knew what home was
street. They spent the week-end preparedness.’ Its original purpose
before
I
came
Into the Army, which
with Mr. Glidden’s mother, Mrs. was to utilize civilian units for
is
over
two
years
now tout I tell you
the
protection
of
our
Coast
line
Daniel Glide en in Cooper's Mills.
against sub-warfare. The speaker that I would know by now. I’m a
different man for I never prayed
Ivy F. Brackett, on vacation from defined it “as the step child of the much. I mean I never stepped to
the Maine Central Railroad, and army tir force.’’ It operates under
think about praying but I sure do
Mrs. Brackett, have returned from army and navy regulations.
now.
I don’t think folks, that there
There
is
now
an
urgent
call
for
a trip to Montreal, Canada; .Troy,
are
men
in this world that prays
Civil
Air
Cadets,
the
age
is
'15
years
N. Y., Philadelphia, New York and
more
than
I do and I will keep on
Boston. They visited Mr. and Mr* to 18 years. The course covers dis
praying
cause
I know God is the
Tcny Martino in New Brunswick, cipline meteorology, mechanics and
only one that can keep us and bring
the
care
and
irepair
of
planes.
At
N. J., Mr and Mrs. Charles Brack
ett in Melrose, Mass., and Mr. and the beginning of the war all those us back together again.”
• ♦ • •
Mrs. ,G. W. Piper in Portsmouth who owned planes were obliged to
The galleries and great nave of
ground them and dismantle radios
Mr. and Mrs. Merrill Poor, who N.H.
venerable
Notre Dame church in
used
in
these
ships.
The
army
did
have been visiting Mrs Poor's par
Montreal,
Canada, have accommo
this
to
prohibit
any
interference
to
ents, Mr and Mrs. John Lunt in
Mrs. Pauline Chilles, R. N.,
dations
for
10,000 worshipers at one
■ ROCKLANU ■ >
'
conflict
with
army
fliers.
There
Frenchboro, have returned to their daughter of Mr. and Mrs. I. F.
time. This church is patterned after
were
42.000
such
craft
in
New
Eng

home on Mechanic street.
TUES.-WED.-THURS.
Brackett of IRockland, is employed
France’s Notre Dame cathedral.
land.
for the present at Farmington.
• • • •
Rockland
has
a
fine
airport
and
Mrs. iRcxie Hall has returned
its
upkeep
will
present
a
major
The
Nazis
will
soon be asking for
from Islesboro where she has been
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Richardson
a
breakfast
nook.
Earlier they were
problem
after
the
war.
It
is
quite
Ss*' visiting her daughter, Mrs. Mabel have returned from Massachusetts possible that the Civil Air patrol asking for the world.
Pendleton.
where they visited Dr. and Mrs.
• » « •
may be used for a permanent set-up
Frank L. Richardson in Medfor^. along these lines after the war.
Expressive
sign
in front of a gas
The Methebesec Club held its and Mr. ancj Mrs. Walter H. Bird in
Dr. Hamilton mentioned also the station: “Ethel is out.”
Revere.
Mi.
Richardson
has
been
first meeting of the season Friday
need for emergency landing fields
Peach Sherbet
<
' W’ith IMrs. Edward F. Glover, with 25 on vacation from his duties as sup for the post-war time when the
/For
Freezer)
. members present. The program erintendent of the tailor shop at world has become ‘ air conscious.”
% cup orange Juice
chairman. Miss Caroline Jameson, the Maine State Prison.
There is to be a ladies auxiliary of 1 tablespoon lemon juice
; presented the following program:
the Civil Air patrol where girls and
Miss Ethel K. Knight is visiting women may avail themselves of M teaspoon Almond extract
’’Ideals in Club Organization," by
lia cups sugar
! Mrs Maude Blodgett; reports cf friends in Bangor.
this course the same as their broth 1 cup well mashed fresh peach pulp
Federation Meeting at Colby Col
This branch is still in the em 2% cups rich milk
Word came yesterday that Mrs. ers.
lege May 24 and 25, by Miss IRuth L.
bryo
state, with Mrs. Hamilton as
Mix’ the ingredients, The mixture
Rogers, Mrs. IRuth Eiiingrwood, Mrs Everett C. Herrick of Newton Centre its director. Richard Bird is flight
may
curdle a little, but it will come
Josephine Rice and Miss Caroline Mass , is ill and in the hospital director, with Dr Hamilton as his
smooth
again in the freezing. Pour
Jameson. Mrs. Glover gave an in threatened with pneumonia. Later assistant. Our host. Rev. Mr. Wood
at
once
into the freezing can and
information
says
that
penicillen
teresting talk about her hobbies
ward spoke on “The Life We Live.” freeze in the usual manner.
had
been
successfully
used.
The
and exhibited her copper lustre ar
He told of the attributes of the
• * • • .
prayer of her many friends is for Christian life and its contrasting
ticles, which are very beautiful.
Don
’t Say
speedy recovery.
vices. For all our daily problems “I heard—.”
Mrs. Robert B. Magune has re
Mr. and Mrs. Edward F. Glover, could be measured by the axiom “They say—
turned from a visit with Mr. and
‘What Would Jesus Do?’’
He
Mrs. Robert G. Dunton in Glen were dinner guests Sunday of Mr. stressed the daily check up for the “Everybody says—.’’
Rock. N. IJ., and Dr. and Mrs. Frank and Mrs. Donald C. White, of Lew Christian for progress and improve “Have you heard—.”
,
L. Magune in Worcester. Mrs. Ma iston at a family dinner party cf 15 ment. ’Today’s errors must be cor “Did you hear—.”
“
Isn
’
t
that
awful
—
.
”
members.
Others
present
were
Wil

gune attended the five day Wor
rected tomorrow. God is the univer
cester Music Festival. On her way liam Frye White, Boston, Senator sal father and we are his children “People say—.”
j home she visited Mr. and Mrs. Guy and Mrs. Wallace H. White, Wash so it behooves the Christian ‘ Did you ever—”
‘Somebody said—
ington 'and Auburn, Mrs. Horace P.
Shibles in South Portland.
Stevens of Cambridge. Mr. and Mrs. to give careful thought for his daily “Would you think?”
living—not a dull dependence upon “Don’t say I told you—
The MacDonald Class of the John H. White, Mr. and Mrs. Thom
God
’s goodness. “Sometimes I feel
First Baptist Church ’ will meet as IC. White, Mr. and Mrs. Harold like asking “What Price Popularity?' "Oh, I think it's perfectly terrible!”
• • • •
Thursday night with Mrs. Austin S. White, and Henry C. Lombard
brother of Mrs. Wallace H White, for heaven is a stumbling block for
Mistress: “Mary I think I smell
Joy cf 8 Masonic street.
all of Auburn. Dr. Horace P. Ste many. I’ve no doubt that many are something burning downstairs. Did
Mrs. J. Willis Stahl of Camden vens land Mrs. Lombard were unable led to destruction because the ou remember to turn off the elec‘crowd’ is doing thus and so. It be ric iron when you left the ironing
left Sunday for Texas to join her to be present.
comes
very important therefore that board, as I told you?”
husband, Pvt. J. W. Stahl of the
Miss Irma Witherspoon of North we ally ourselves with Christian
Classification Division at the Army
Maid (newly arrived): “Yes’m, I
Air Fie'd, Fort Worth, Texas, where Haven was in Rockland Saturday on people with character and ideals did, I mos’ surely did. I pulled dat
her way to Belfast, where she will befitting our Divine sonship with chain once lak you tol’ me, and den
she will spend the Winter.
be employed in the telephone office. our Creator.”
with
I pulled it again to make sure.”
A
At the evening session the first
Mrs.
Mary
A.
Robbins
cf
Port

CHESTER MORRIS
* • • •
ILOMBIA
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Greenlaw of speaker 'was Mrs. Kathleen S. Fuller
land, formerly of Rockland, is a
Even yet one sometimes sees ref
'ICTURE
>>‘BOSTON BUCKIE' i surgical patient at the State street North Haven, who spent the week who in her lovely and gracious erence to the Charles Dickens’ read
Osteopathic Hospital. 62 State street end in IRockland, left yesterday for manner,- urged club members to ings, when that celebrated English
continue the work of the club so writer came to this country. I
Portland.
Waterville.
ably carried on by our efficient and
tireless president, Mrs. Rich, during clipped the following form a New
York contemporary:
25 years. “No stopping” was Mrs.
“Your correspondent, Charles A.
ROAD SHOW
Fuller’s subject, and her talk in Hughes, quotes from Martin ChuzTHURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY
cluded bits of original verse, all
ENGAGEMENT
the story of Charles Dick
tending to encourage members to zlewit
ens
’
s
visit
to New York.
strive for new members, renewal of
“
It
might
be added that one of
membership, and life members, dur
the first things Charles Dickens
ing this 25th Anaiversary year.
did was to repair the Chickering
WINNER OF
Lewis Tatham principal of Ers
Hall on the northwest corner of
kine Academy, spoke on ‘‘Some
Fifth Avenue and 17th street, where
Problems of Education”. He point
recited his celebrated Christmas
ed k>ut that juvenile delinquency is he
Carol.
there are still soine
one of the greatest problems, and oldtimersAnd
fcxtant
this town who
said that what Is put into the minds were present on inthat
memorable
and hearts of pupils is of more ef occasion.
fect than anything else. He said
» • • •
that kindness and understanding
A new food element known as
should be shown to all pupils, and "food yeast,” with a slightly meaty
even in kindergarten children flavor and as much as 50 per cent
should become interested in their higher grade protein content, has
including "Best Actress of the
work. Broad objectives should be been developed in Great Britain.
sought, and a good atmosphere, with
Year" to JENNIFER JONES
• • • •
encouragement for all should be one
“There!” exclaimed wifey In dis
of the chief objects of any school.
gust “I knew that overnight friend
As many activities as possible
should be taken up, and above all, of yours wasn't to be trusted. I've
r
as a disciplinary method, scholars just counted the towels and one of
is missing.”
should be taught that moral law is tWem
“
Was
it a good one?” inquired
Inescapable. If possible, the emo
semi-interested hubby mildly.
tional side of a child's life should
"It was the best we had. It was
be
taken care of, and all should be
aa «htu«70X . ......... ... .. ,torv
the
with ‘Grand Palace Hotel’
taught to distinguish between opin on it,one
”
ion and fact.
The musical treat of the evening
Did you ever try rubbing with salt
consisted of two solos by Miss Ber before putting an egg that has a
tha McIntosh—“Out of the Dusk to cracked shell on to cook? The salt
You,” and “Wrap your Dreams in will seal the crack, also put plenty
the Red. White and Blue;” also two of salt in the water and boll care
cornet duets by Frank Young and fully, I mean not at full blast.
Robert Bishop, with Miss McIntosh
• • • •
at the piano, “Glcrlanna,” and
More than ten millions in the es
“Rustic Dance.”
At this meeting four new life tate of Milo M. Belding of New
York goes to the aid of crippled
members were added, Mrs. Hazel children, now that (Mrs. Belding has
Woodward, Miss Mary Gerrish, Mrs. died. She also left as personal
Ruth Ellingwood, Mrs. Emma Brad property, $100D?0 to charities.
street,
These facts make one have more
faith in the goodness of mankind.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond K. Greene
• • • •
have returned from Portland, where
“Retreat, Hell!” is the title of a
they were guests for two weeks of
novel
about the Marines, accepted
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Hamilton.
Mrs. Gfeene is in Owl's Head today for publication by Appleton-Cent
SCALE OF PRICES
to attend the observance of Mrs. ury. The author Is William Martin
EVENINGS
Clara Emery Maddocks’ 101st birth Camp, San Francisco newspaper
MATINEES
man.
day.
Adults ................................................. $1.10
• • • •
Adults ....................................................... 76°
Since
Pearl
Harbor, the total
Children under 12 .......................
55c
Miss Louise Payson, who is on
Children under . ....................................
number
of
airfields
In the United
vacation from her duties at the
Armed Forces.......................... ..
76c
Armed Forces.........................................
States
has
increased
by over 500.
office of Dr. Perley Damon, is jpendPrices Include Federal Tax
There
are
now
more
than 3.000
ing a few days with friends in Hart
and the largest most elaborate
ford,
Conn.
Matinees At 1:45
fields have increased TOO per cent.
for making new
Evenings 5:45, 8:30
Mrs. Golden H. Munro. Mrs. W. The equil *
aviation agr e’ine alone is now
Paul
Seavey
and
Miss
Katherine
Feature Starts At
A. Veazie were at Lincolnville Beach worth half- a billion dollars.—
J
• • • •
2:00, 6:00, 8:30
Saturday to attend the inspection f
by Maynard L. Ficketl, worthy
In the Netherlands all doge have
grand patron, of Portland, of Beach been drafted by the Nazis which
TELEPHONE 892
Chapter, OILS.
are physically fit for Army service,

Mrs. Minnie (Rogers and Miss Ruth
Rogers will entertain the members
of the Missionary Society of the
VethcJist Church at their home on
Amesbury street, Thursday after
noon Mrs. Rogers and Miss Rogers 1
A prgoram of a meeting of the w.ll be co-chairmen in charge of the
Woman’s Baptist Social Union held program. Mite boxes will be opened.
at the New England Conservatory
The Woman’s Association of the
of Music. Boston, has been received
First
Baptist Church will meet
.bv The Courier-Gazette. The presiWednesday
at 2:30 in the church
jflht of the organization is Mrs.
parlors.
Lloyd S. Kelly of 32 prayton ave
nue, Dcrchefter. Mrs Kelly is the
Tonian Circle of the Universalist
formez- Mildred I. Packard, daugh
ter ct the late Arthur and1 Mattie Church will meet Wednesday night
with Miss Pearl Borgerson, Pur I
Packard of Glen ’Cove, (Rockport.
chase street.
1
Spencer Foundation Garments
Mrs. Leroy S Elwell was in Bath I
individually designed supports for Tuesday to visit her son Allan B.
all needs. Mrs Mona McIntosh. Mcon who is still confined to B^th I
235 Broadway. Tel. 13G0W
85-88 MemoriaflHospital

Lth Collamer will be in
Is week to attend classes
land public school music
It the New England ConJ)f Music.
I Mrs. Clifford Burkett are
la daughter. Nancy Alic^jJ
19.
homas was In Boston last
Attend the Hudson Cool
Dnvcntion at the Statler

'ward Prescott is home
York on a short furlough.
[lia Spear entertained a
friends on her seventh
Saturday. Guests were:
es, Gloria Potter, Bet,t, Sheila Billings, Ruth
ith Rhodes, Nancy Harricia Barker, Harriet
larbara Tounge, Sandra
Maxine Orff, Dorothy
Caroline Spear. Emily
jvas not able to attend,
ndmothers, Mrs. M. V. J*
I Mrs. William Reed ;werd
nt to celebrate the occaill as Mrs. Wesley Thurss Lulu and Nellie Payson
ymond Billings.
Kirs. John Miller cf MarMass., have a daughter,

PARK

bo.

Uncle Sam nee<
used food cansJ,
libels, wash, flatten. PufcW
fe container next to your)
Save for local pickup.

WIGHT
LBERTS

roarer
\i
IEEL—VISIT

79-T-tf

PHONE 142

knd” • • •

ACADEMY AWARDS
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THE

DagHntH**

kr, it’s pretty

li\s somethin*:
|. isn’t it? The

?wspapers are
rownups and

In this war-'

lg to be glad

|ephotos. NEA•'aniou9 Colum-

toons; Authori-

lciuaking Sug-

ESS

7

t

and they are subject to military

(More Personals on Pafe Six)

tesses—Gladyse Bums. Reita Hold
en Caroline Sleeper Winnifred Proc
tor. Clara Thurston, Ida Huntley,
Ellen Hempstead. Grace Rol’ins
Auspicious Opening of Rock Litsa
Vardavoulis, Irene Welker
land’s Well Known Social Ideals In Literature. Prose, Angelii ca Glover. Poetry, Relief Nichols.
Organization
An Ideal Personality. Marion Pear
son.
Music.
Headed by Ruth Rogers as presi
Feb. 23,—Masonic Building. Hos
dent, with Gdadyse Burns as vice
president, Winnifred Proctor as tesses—Jane Beach, Annie Frost,
secretary. Ida Hqntely as treasurer, Retta ICole. Mary Perry Rich. KathMabel Holbrook and Dora Bird as rine Haines. Mary Cooper, Etta
directors and Ellen Cochran as Stoddard, Kathryn St. C’.air. Edith
auditor, Methebesec Club has ar Bicknell. Ellen Dalv, Grace Daniels.
ranged a full series of programs for | Bernice Havener Ideals from the
the season which will begin Oct. j "Sunny South.” Florida: The NorthI erner’s Ideal, Orissa Merritt. The
20. The list follows:
Nov. 3,—'Home of Irene Walker. Gulf States, Caroline Sleeper. “Lan
Assisted by Mabel Holbrook. Ideals terns on the Levee,” Annie Frost
of Your Clubs and My Clubs. Irene An Ideal Personality, El'en Coch
Walker, Maude Blodgett, Kathryn ran.
March 9,—Home of Maude Blod
St. Clair, Madlene Jackson, Dorothy
Carsley, Etta Stoddard, Dora Bird, gett. Assisted by Mabelle Rose
Frances Hodgdon, Relief Nichols
Irene Moran. Mabel Holbrook
Nov. 17,— Universalist Vestry— Ideals in Education, Mabelle Rose
Guest iDav. Tea will be served. Hos Education in Our St hoots, Guest
tesses—Ruth Eilingwood, Madlene Speaker. An Ideal Personality,
Jackson, Minnie Rogers, Lillian Laura Maxey.
March 23,—Home of Josephine
Kenyon, Fern Horeyseck, Lilia Howe
Sarah Marsh, Laura Maxey,, Ruth Rice. Assisted by Blanche Ellsworth
Albee, Anna Nelson
The Book- Ideals of Religion, (Father Kenyon
lovers’ Ideals. Rockland Public Li The Church Womens Study Group
brary. Ruth Rogers, Library of for Peace, Josephine Rice. An Ideal
Congress, Irene Moran. Library at Personality, Blanche Ellsworth
Cathedrals, Mabel Spring
the Vatican. Guest Speaker.
April 6.—Place to be Announced—
Dec. 1,—Home of Dora Bird. As
sisted by Eva Hellier, Ellen Cochran. Annual Meeting. Reports of Com
Hobbies As Ideals, Eva Hellier. (Mrs. mittees—Election of Officers. Hos
Hellier will exhibit some of her tesses—Executive Board, and Social
collection of pictures of Madonnas). Committee. Ideal Moments in Gar
In responding to roll call please dens, Ruth Ellingwood. Reception
of our District Director.
state briefly (your hobby..
Following is a list of the Methe
Dec. 15,—Rockland Public Li
brary. Hostesses—'Ruth Rogers, Car besec Club's members:
Alice Karl
oline Jameson, Orissa Merritt. Ideals Ruth Albee
Lillian Kenyon
in Art. Exhibition of Reproduc Mary Avery
Adelaide Lowe
tions of Famous jPaintings. (To re Jane Beach
Sarah Marsh
main open to the public, from De Edith Bicknell
I.aura Maxey
cember 16, 1944, to January 1, 1945.) Adele Bird
Orissa Merritt
Christmas at the Grand Canyon. Dora Bird
Mrs. Orissa Merritt, chairman of Maude Blcdgett Elizabeth Moody
Irene Moran
the program. Please bring to this, Gladyse Burns
Julia Murray
meeting contributions for the plans Laura Buswell
6f (the (Benevolence Committee for Dorothy Carsley Anna Nelson
Ellen Cochran
Relief Nichols
Christmas.
Bertha Orbeton
Dec. 29,—Home of Ida Dondis. As Retta Cole
Gertrude Payson
sisted by Elizabeth Davis, Mary Av Mary Cooper
Marion Pearson
ery. Artistic Arrangements as Ideals. Ellen Daly
Winnifred Proctor
Alice Jameson. The Ideal Artist, Grace Daniels
Ruth Albee. An Ideal Personality, Elizabeth Davis Grace Rollins
Hattie Davies
Minnie Rogers
Alice Karl.
Ruth Rogers
Jan. 12,—'Masonic Building. Hos Ida Dondis
Mary iPerry Rich
tesses—Hattie Davis, Ellen Dyer, Ellen Dyer
Alice Karl, Elizabeth Moody, Bertha Ruth Ellingwood Josephine Rice
Orbeton, Zaida Winslow, Flora Ul Blanche Ellsworth Mabelle Rose
Suella Sheldon
mer, Eva Wisner, Millie Thomas, Annie Frost
Louise Ingraham. Ideals of the Angelica Glover Caroline Sleeper
Theatre, Ida Dondis. An Ideal Per Katherine Haines Mabel Spring
Bernice Havener Mary Southard
sonality, Louise Ingraham.
Etta Stoddard
Jan. 126,—St. (Peter's Undercroft- Eva Hellier
Guest Evening, 7.30 Honoring Jun Ellen Hempstead Caroline Stanley
ior Club Members. Hostesses—Irene Fi ances Hodgdon Katharyn StClair
Moran, Alice Jameson, Adele Bird, Mabel (Holbrook Millie Thomas
Clara Thurston
Laura Buswell, Marion Pearson. Reita Holden
Dorothy Carsley, Mabel Spring, Fern Horeyseck Flora Ulmer
Litsa Vardavoulis
Julia Murray, Mary Southard, Gert Lilia Howe
Irene Walker
rude Payson, Caroline Stanley, Ida Huntley
Ideals of the Flower Lover, Guest Louise Ingraham Irene Welker
Speakers, (Mrs. Harriet Silsby Frost, Madlene Jackson Zaida Winslow
Alice Jameson
Eva Wisner
Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost.)
Feb. 9,—Masonic Building Hos Caroline Jameson

Methebesec Club

Educational
Club,
___ •

Mrs. Earle C Perry and Miss
Pearl E, Borgerson have returned
from a vacation trip to New York
state, where they visited Mrs. Paul
ine Schofield in Kenmore.

tanor Hanson spent the
fin Boston
let McKay of Oak Orove
was at home over the
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duty at any time.

^-—4.

ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED
Mr and Mrs. William C Stev
ens, South Portland, are announc
ing the engagement of their
daughter Miss Lillian Mary Stev
ens. to Clarence Robert Jacobsen,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence F.
Jacobsen of Colorado Springs, Colo.
Miss Stevens attended the South
Portland Schools and is a graduate
of the New (England Conservatory of
Music in Boston. She is a member
of the National Sorority of Music,
Sigma Alpha Iota, and at present is
head of the dramatic department
and assistant supervisor of music
at tlie Walter E. Fernald State
School in Waverley, Mass
Before enlisting in the Navy Mr.
Jaccbscn attended tlie schools of
Colorado Springs and the Univer
sity of Colorado He is a member
of Phi Kappa Tau Fraternity and
at present is attending Massachu
setts Institute of Technology un
der the Navy V-12 'College Train
ing Program
Mrs. Walter Willis entertained
at her home on Court street, in
honor of her mother, Mrs. Ruby
Murphy of Warren. Those present
were: Mrs. Augusta Moon of War-en, Mrs. Ruth Harvey, Mrs Ellura
Hamlin, Mrs. Flora French, Mrs.
leona Whitehill and daughter,
Charlena Ruth; Mrs. Clara Payson
and daughter, Judith; Mrs. Edith
Shaw. Mrs. Ruth Pendleton and
Mrs. Edith Hallowell. A dainty
luncheon was served, featuring two
birthday cakes, one made by Mrs.
Harvey and the other by Mrs. Will
is. Mrs. Murphy received many
lovely gifts.

“Skippy” Favreau celebrated his
sixth birthday Saturday, entertain
ing friends at his home on Lisic
street. His guests were Maureen and
Sharon Quinn and Bobby Williams
of Thomaston; Judith Jacobson,
Robert* Carlson, Armand Plourd,
Kenneth Greenwood and Jimmie
Favreau. Games were won by
Armand
Plourd and
Jimmie
Favreau. Invited, but unable to at
tend, were: Lynda Ladd. Priscilla
Curtis, Kathleen Holt, Shirley Beal,
and Danny Berry of Camden. Mrs.
Favreau was assisted in serving by
Mrs. Lawrence Rowe and Mrs. Lila
Williams, and Mrs. Leona Quinn of
Thomaston.

Three Day Sale
WATKINS’ FINE FURS

AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES
OCT. 26, 27, 28
c

©

A good Fur Coat is a good investment,
sound economy. Divide its cost by the
extra seasons of wear it gives you . . .
and you will find that, year by year, it
saves you money.
Whether you wear grey, black or brown
you will find a Fur Coat to suit your taste
at a definite saving during this Special
Sale.

NS

BLACK FURS
Australian Seal Dyed Coney............. $ 75
Black Dyed Skunk................................... ] 29
Black Persian Lamb Paw.................... ] 29
Black Persian Lamb Paw.................... j 79

Hudson Seal Dyed Muskrat............... 365
Black Persian Lamb............................. 365

GREY FURS
Natural Persian Lamb Paw...............$219
Natural Persian Lamb Paw............ 249
Grey Dyed South American Lamb . 239
Natural Grey Squirrel.......................... 395
Let-Out Australian Opossum ..... 425

BROWN FURS
Beaver Dyed Coney ... ......................... $ 99
Beaver Dyed Mouton Lamb............ 119
Mink Blended Muskrat....................... 179
Northern Back Muskrat.................... 259
Natural Brown Skunk ....................... 249'
Sable Dyed Squirrel............................. 325
Sheared Beaver.................................. .. 595

\

OTHER CHOICE FURS
Natural
Natural
Natural
Let-Out
Natural

Let-Out Opossums................ $149
Silver Muskrat.................... 199
Ombre Muskrat........................ 249
Silver Raocoon....................... 299
Leopard Cat................................. 375

CONVENIENT BUDGET PAYMENTS

w
All Furs
Subject To
Federal Tax

Vesper A. Leach
366 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

z
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The Flying Bomb

Mulloy’s Arguments

Rockport Man Calls Atten
tion To Some Points
Worth Knowing
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
May I call your attention to a
few things that should be called to
the attention of the voters before
the 'November election.
July 2. two and a half weeks be
fore the Democratic National Ccnvenion was held. Drew Pearson
stated over the air that Henry Wal
lace would not be the Democratic
candidate for the office of Vice
President because Win ton Church
ill does not want Wallace at the
Peace Conference because of his
views on the liberation of India
and the return of China to the
Chinese. Again on July 23, directly
after the Democratic National Con
vention. Drew Pearson stated over
the air that the Democratic Na
tional convention was the most
•dictated" convention he had ever
attended
The statement regarding Wallace
was not denied and as Wallace is
net the candidate we must assume
that the statement made by Pear
son is true, and that Churchill be
lieves that he can handle Roose
velt, but could not handle Mr. Wal
lace.

It is hardly necessary for the
Prime Minister of England to tell
the people ol the United States who
they may or may not have for
President and Vice President, and
if we permit him to do so we must
have forgotten about the Boston
Tea Party and the battles of Con
cord and Lexington.
It was not an accident that
brought the private car of the
President into a Chicago Railroad
station during the Democratic Na
tional Convention, and it was not
an accident that held it in tlie
station long enough for the Presi
dent to hold a conference with tlie
Chairman of tlie Democratic Na
tional Committee, Mr Hannigan
It is reported that at tilts confer
ence Mr. IRoosevelt told Hannigan
to see to it that Sidney is taken
care of, meaning Sidney Hillman,
who ts a well known advocate of
communism
There should be no place in the
United States for those Who advo
cate alien forms of government or
those W’ho cater to them Sidney
Hillman has no more right jto bar
ter the vote of the men and wom
en of organized labor than the
Southern Democrats had to sell
the Negroes on the auction block
in slavery days. During the life
time of that grand old man of
organized labor. Samuel Gompers,
he always advised the members of
organized labor to keep away from
politics and politicians, and if he
•were alive today he would tell tlie
members of Organized laoor thpt
the pathway over which Sidney
Hillman is attempting to lead them
leads to destruction and that
keeping any man in the White
House as (President of the United
States for 16 years leads toward
a Dictator, regardless of whether
the man claims to 'be a Democrat
or a Republican
The men and women of organ
ized labor in the State of Maine
will convince the people cf the
world with their ballots Ncv. 7,
that they are satisfied* with the
Republic of the United States of
America and its form of govern
ment, and that America still be
longs to Americans.
James W Mulloy

ICE

CREAM
Mo»t popular
“y.ar ’round” d.u.rt
ir"y»or
d.is.i

■I

I

AS LOW AS

.

llv a pint
LonoonDeRRy

Always pure and
d delicious.
delicious. YOU
YOU moke
moke any
o
flavor in 2 minutes.
ules. 20 famous recipes in
eoch package. Please ask your grocer 1for

835 Howard Str«.t, Son Frowtitto 3, Calif.

High Quality!

Low Cost!
Valuable
Redeemable at xill
Oetago h Premium Stores)
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WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS
KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU
Thirty-five cans of food for overseas Xmas boxes wwe packed and
sealed Oct. 9 at the home of Mrs.
Georgia Brownell in Hcpe. Twelve
women and three men were present
4-H Club Notes

With The Homes

The following clubs have already
The first of the series of clothing finished all projects 1O0 percent:
leader meetings, “Reclaim the Pam- f Happy Homemakers. Aina, Medomily Wardrobe,” was held in Nob’eboro. Oct. 11. Mrs. Adney Peck, ak Valley Hustlers and Jolly Hust
clothing leader, was in charge of lers, Burkettville, George’s Valley
the meeting and demonstrated how Hustlers. Appleton, Hill Top Junior
and Hope’s Happy 4-H, Hope; Ama
to clean coats, dresses, and belts.
teur Farmers, Singing Sewing. West
Mrs. Florence Prentice, chairman,
Rockport, George's Valley, Warren
and Mrs. Roxie Weeks, clothing Wonder Workers, Warren.
leader, gave 10 demonstrations on
The Warren Wonder Workers
how to clean and care for clothes
4-H,
Mrs. Edna Moore leader, is the
at the meeting on “Reclaim the
Family Wardrobe” in Bristol, Oct. first club to report reorganization
13. Some of the demonstrations for the 1015 club year. Officers
given included cleaning gloves in a elected are as follows. Irene Penny,
parafin and solvent mixture, clean president; Joan Maxey, vice presi
ing a soiled collar with soap Jelly, dent; Emily Smith, secretary; Mar
removing grease spots, removing ion Starrett, treasurer; Esther Over
shine from worsteds and cleaning a lock, club reporter; Avis Gammon,
belt with art gum. Seventeen wom flag bearer; Rae and Annette Cogan, banner bearers; Maxine Lind
en attended.
sey, cheer leader. At this meeting,
Mrs. Blanche Fowles, assistant the members practiced a cheer for
home demonstration management county meeting, Oct. 21.
leader in Huntoon Hill conducted a
The following boys and girls have
meeting on Care and Repair for
submitted
reports to the state 4-H
Longer Wear, in North Edgecomb,
club
office
in Orono for considera
Oct. 5. Mrs. Fowles demonstrated
tion
in
National
Contests; Viola
how to make polish and clean sil
Brownell,
Hcpe,
canning
achievver, shampoo a rug, sharpen a
ment;
Evelyn
Wotton,
Warren,
food
knife and paint inside a lamp shade
preparation,
Ronald
Hodgdon.
Wis

for better illumination.
Charlotte
Cleaves,
Extension casset, William Annis, West Rock
clothing specialist, was In the port, victory garden, Earle Moore,
county Friday, Oct. 13 and attended Jr„ Warren, farm safety; Lois Ni
the meeting at Orff's Corner on chols, Hope, clothing archievment.
Wartime Information Service con Audrefy Grassow, Hope, Earle Moore
ducted by the home demonstration Jr., Warren, Food for victory con
agent.
i test.
HOSPITAL CONFERENCE
Knox and Camden Institutions Had
Representatives In Wiscasset

A regional conference of hospi
tals was held Wednesday night at
Ledges Inn, Wiscasset. Twentyeight were present, representing
he membership, which includes:
The Bath Memorial Hospital, Bath;
the Miles Memorial Hospital,
Damar.scotta; the Waldo County
Hospital, Belast; the Knox County
General Hospital, Rockland; the
Camden
Community
Hospital,
Camden, and St. Andrews Hospi
tal, Boothbay Harbor.
Speakers were: 'Dr. Frederick T.
Hill, president of the State Hospi
tal Association; Mrs. Margaret
Jones, president of the State
Nurses' Asscoiation; Miss Isabelle
Dunn of the Public Health Nursing
Association and Miss Pearl Fisher,
secretary of the Maine Hospital
Association
Dr. Hill emphasized the import
ance cf the small community hospi
tal; advocated tax funds for the
care of the indigent and that hospi
tals be re-imbursed by the State
on a cost basis and1 suggested that
some change in the present budget
fcr hospitals by the State might
be required. He also spoke of the
increasing interest in hospital asso
ciations and mentioned the import
ance of an accountig survey that all
hospitals might have the same
method in bookkeeping.
Mrs. Jcnes spoke upon the prob
lem of the shortage of nurses,
bringing
out clearly hospital
changing conditions which have
made for the time being a change
’n methods of keep ng the nursing
staff up to hospital requirements.
Miss Dunn emphasized the im
portance of more supervisors in the
different State Centers, dwelling
somewpat upon an intensive train
ing for auxiliary’ help that can take
care of those cases that do not need
expert care.
Miss Fisher suggested that a
committee be appointed frem a*
board of directors in each com
munity, to investigate the condi
tions in the hospital which might
be met by trained auxiliary aid.
Lively and interesting discussions
followed the remarks of all speak
ers
The Damariscotta hospital acted
as host on this occasion. Credit is
due Mrs. Mary’ A. Morris, superin
tendent of the Miles Memorial
Ho. pital, for the arrangements
made for the banquet and the
speakers.
Knox County! General Hospital '
was represented by Ralph L. Wig- ‘
gin, president of the association;
Alan L. Bird and Dr Neil A. Fogg.

CUSHING
^4r. and Mrs. Arnold Laine were
pleasantly surprised by a party at
their home Saturday in henor of
Mr Laine's return home from a
•ong seige at Deaconess Hospital in
Boston. Those present were: Mr.
and Mrs. WiWlam Levan. Mr. and
Mrs. George Greenrose. Jr., Mr. and
Mrs George Starr. Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Ladd, Mr. and Mrs. Vaino
Kangas. Mr. and Mrs. Albert Kor
pinen. Mr. and Mrs Alfred Starr,
Mr. and Mrs Mathew Starr, Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Salminen, Mr and
Sr,n AlfFed Saunders- Mr and Mrs.
William Anderson. Mr and Mrs.
Robert Laaka, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Lmdstet. Mr. and Mrs. Rodney
Jordan. Mr and Mrs. Donald Pettee and Mrs Eleanor Newbert

Answers A Jay See

Kingman Name of Town
Granted Camden To Aid
DucK Trap Bridge
New Haven, Conn., Oct. 12
Editor of The Courier-Gazette
In answer to A J. See's question

in the Oct. 3 issue of your paper
“What town Jn Maine in Penob
scot County had a portion of it
granted by Massachusetts to Cam
den in aid of a bridge across “Duck
Trap Stream.”
I
The record as I have it gives the
name “Kingman." The north and
east part, including about 900 acres,
belonged to the Waterson and
Pray Purchase.
The remaining
part was granted by Massachu
setts to Camden, in aid of a bridge
across Duck Trap Stream.
Organized as MdCriLlls Plantation
July 4 1859 Re-organized March
28. 1866, under the name of Inde
pendence Plant.
Incorpqrated
February 1873 and named in honor
of IR S. Kingman, of the firm of
Sl^w & Kingman.
Contains
about 15,000 acres.
Mrs. O. G. Cuddy
(Formerly of Knox County)

t

SOUTH WARREN
Mrs.' Lula Libby has returned from
a visit with her mother in Auburn.
Mrs. Edna Barrett and daughters
Mrs. Villa Smith and Mrs. Belle
Maxey left Monday for a two weeks
visit with relatives in Aroostook
County and Glassville, N. B.
Eleanor Fales a student at Fisher
Business School in Boston spent
the week-end with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. K C. Fales.
Major and Mrs. Benjamin Hum
phrey and son were recent guests
of the former s sister, Mrs. Richard
Bucklin. Major Humphrey has
been spending a furlough at his
former home in Perry and was en
route to Macon Georgia.
Otto Irving has arrived from
Mars Hill and assumed the man
agement of the State Farm and will
occupy the house at the lower farm.
Mrs. Ruby Rettew and two chil
dren have returned from a stay of
several years on the West Coast
and in the Hawaiian Islands. They
were at the latter place during the
assault on Pearl Harbor.
Guests Sunday at O.’A. Copeland’s
were: Mrs. Lucretia McNeil of
Lynn. Mass., Mrs. Josie Hyler of
Owl's Head. Mrs. Caddie Packard
of Camden, Mrs. Alice Linekin of
Thomaston. Mrs. Annie Bucklin,
Mrs. Ada Spear and Mrs. Laura
Copeland.
Mrs. Mary Libby is visiting rel
atives in New Harbor. ,

ST. GEORGE
High School Notes

An occasion long to be remem
bered was that of Oct. 3 when the
senior class held a reception for
the 20 Freshmen.
Senior boys washed each Fresh
man’s face with a sponge and1 also
gave a paddling. The “address of
welcome ' was read by Harold Falla;
Edna Polky had to teach Chester
Davis how to dance; May Mills and
Harding Cold were blindfolded and
told to walk on eggs (which were
egg shells) and every time they
stepped on them they received a
paddling.

[OOL

And How It Affects Britain’s
Attitude Toward PostWar Germany

AND THE

The latest Timely Topics for:
Poultrymen gives the latest ceiling i
prices of eggs for .the next two
months. Copy of this may be ob
tained from the Extension Service
Office, Rockland.

•

wards," Margery Crowley.

Both classes of Junior Business
Training composed of Freshmen,
taught by Mrs. Sturtevant, visited
the Court House and Jail this week
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
in connection with their study of
Demaree Bess, associate editor of legal papers and justice Some of
the Saturday Evening Post, has the most interesting things were the
written an (interesting article con old1 deeds in the Registry of Deeds
office, the Jaw library with its windcerning the attitude of the British i ing staircase, the sheriffs dog,
nation toward post-war Germany. “Blitz,” the Judge of Probate's
There follows, in condensed form, office, the court room, the short
outstanding points in the article by wave sending set, and the cleanli
Mr. Bess.
ness of the cells in the Jail The
“During a few short weeks this
groups are grateful to Sheriff LudSummer I watched a revolution take . wick, Mrs. Helena Coltart, Robert
place ln the political thinking of an Webster, and Margaret Crockett for
entire nation—the British nation. the courtesy shown them on this
I watched another nation—the Ger trip.
man nation—seal its own fate, prob
....
ably for several decades to come.
The musical groups, under Mr.
‘ What accomplished this? An
Cain,
orchestra leader, meet Tues
amazingly simple Invention known as
the flying bomb, which was treated days, as follows: Second period,
so lightly when it first appeared that Senior band; third' period, begin
it was given the mocking name of ners; fourth, baton twirlers; fifth
doodlebug.' But the doodlebug is jazz band; sixth. Senior orchestra;
no joke, either to the Britons who seventh, Junior band; eighth,
suffered from it or to the Germans Junior orchestra.
who invented it. Hitler’s scientists
who discovered the flying bomb too
The food' booth at the Freshman
late for it to exert any decisive in social was in charge of Lynne
fluence upon the war, but they dis Rogers. Her assistants were Ruth
covered it just in time to assure Bowley, Gayle Rogers, Anna Bul
that Germany will not enjoy an in lard, Kathleen Paul and Greta
dependent existence during the for- Nelson. Punch, sandwiches, ice
seeable future.
cream bars and brownies were sold.
'Why? Because the buzz bomb The latter were made by Freshman
has shocked every thinking Eng Home Economics girls.
Profits
lishman into full consciousness that came to $2513.
it is conceivably possible now for a

6, 1820, "Birth of Jenny Lind,”
Lorraine Iott.
/
7, 1894, “Death of Oliver Wendell
Holmes,'' Maxine Skinner
8, 18711, ‘Chicago Fire," Virginia
Farrell.
9, 1647. “Birth of Cervantes,"
Helen Manchester.

The Debating Club meets Wed
nesday and Friday- afternoon ln
the Library at 3.46. Friday s meet
ing will be a Panel Discussion of
this year's question.
• • • •
Pictures were taken this week of
the following groups: Librarians'
Club, Press Club, Thespian Club,
Band and Orchestra, Spanish Club.
Debating 'Club, Latin Club, Jr Class
Play Cast Student Council Red
Cross Council, Cheer Leaders, Out
ing Club Officers, Senior Class offi
cers, G. A. A. Board, French Club,
Faculty and Football Team—June
Ames.
• • • •
The Senior Librarians' Club
presented a “Month of October’’
program at Tuesday’s assembly
The program opened with the song
“October" by the club . Each libra
rian told about an important hap
pening on a certain date in Octo
ber, indicating the scope of the
library for reference work. The
speakers and their subjects were:
1, 1939, “The Germans invaded
Czechoslovakia,” Lois Benner.
2, 1921, "General Pershing placed
Congressional Medal of Honor on
the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier
in France,” Florence Knight.
3, 1800, “Birth of George Bancroft,

Janet (Smith.
23, 1886, “Dedication of Statue of
Liberty," Norma McCrillis.
24, 1882, “Dr. Koch isolated Tu
berculosis Bacillus,” Elaine Glendenning.
25, >1854, “Charge of the Light (Bri

historian,’” Faith (Long

gade," iBetty Hempstead'.

10, 12, 13, 1620, ‘Columbus’ Dis
covery of America,” Ruth Call,

Betty OTBrien, and Barbara Allen.
11, 1884, ''Birth of Eleanor Roose
velt,” Celia Herrick

14, 1644. “Birth of William Penn,”
Evelyn Sweeney.
15, 76 B. C., "Birth of Virgil.” Jane
Abbott.

16, 1912, “Woman Suffrage grant
ed in England,” Pauline Stevens
17, 1910, “Death of Julia Ward
Howe,” Eleanor Weed.
18, 1867, “Purchase of Alaska,"
Vina IDelmonico.
19, 1781, “Cornwallis Surrender
at Yorktown." Sylvia Adams.

20, 1801, “Florida Ceded to U. S
Ruth Payson.

21, 1879, “First electric light in
vented by Ediscn," Aimee Karl.
22, 18L1, IBirth of Franz Liszt,”

26, 1825, “Erie Canal Completed,”
4, 11822, “'Birth of Rutherford B.
Virginia McCaslin
Hayes,” Sylvia Christoffersen.
27, 1853, Navy Day and Theo
5; 1703, “Birth of Jonathan Ed

Roosevelt’s Birthday," Gladys
Kent.
28. 1487. “Birth of Erasmus,” Bar-^J.
bara Dyer.
29. 1940, “Lottery Day for Sol
diers,” Joan Abbott.
30, 1857, “Birth of Gertrude Ath
erton.” Mary Lou Duff.
31, ’Halloween,” Elaine Acohrn.
Margaret Huntley was chairman
of the assembly and morning de
votions were led by Patricia Adams
The Assembly closed with the sing
ing of the ‘IState of Maine Song”
by everybody.—Joan Abbott.
• • • •
American Education Week will be
observed Nov. 5-11. Plans are be
ing made for an evening session of
Junior and Senior High Schools toi
which parents will be invited.
«
• • • •
The Freshman and Sophomore
girls in the Home Economics
classes have brought sugar to class
to make brownies and fudge to send
overseas to friends and relatives for
Christmas gifts The brownies are
packed by cutting in shape of the
can, then the can is heated to ex
haust the air, sealed, and cooled
quickly. The fudge is turned into
greased' cans to harden, and then
are sealed, and cooled
Nubs,
cookies, candy, etc., have also been
packed. These cans are the same
as previously used at me canning
center and are sealed air-tight li
is hoped' that the sealed cans may L
be helpful to the community for f
this purpose from time to time
throughout the year.
dore

Buy War Bonds and Stamps

European aggressor to hammer the

British Isles into subjection with
out crossing the English Channel or
risking a single pilot in the air over
Britain.
“To Americans, and even to Rus
sians, the threat of the robot is
merely a subject for speculation
about what some future super-robot
might eventually <do to them. But
to Britain the robot is a fearful ac
tuality. and it accordingly has
changed many British ideas con
cerning post-war Europe.
“Other things being equal, this
new weapon gives any European
aggressor an advantage against
Britain. If the Germans had per
fected this weapon in 1940. instead
of 1944, the British people almost
certainly would, have lost the war.
Englishmen are extremely grateful
that this German discovery came
four years too late. They also are
determined never again to be placed
in such jeopardy. They are de
termined that never again shall
Germany have an opportunity to
use this weapon against them.
“The British knew that their own
planes when they made mass at
tacks upon cities held by the enemy,
were almost as deadly as the doodle
bug. They knew that American
weapons also victimized hundreds of
thousands of women and children
not only in Germany but in France
and Holland, Belgium and Norway.
In total warfare it is inevitable that
women and children who live on
battlefields must lose their homes
or be maimed or killed through
the use of a variety of weapons.
“So it is not the brutality of the
flying bomb which revolutionized
British political thinking, but its
diabolical efficiency in performing
the one function for which the Ger
mans designed it—the shelling of
the British isles. Although it came
too late fcr this war, the flying
bomb can be made so cheaply that
only the closest control of possible
aggressors in Europe can guarantee ,
Britain against future disaster.
“For this reason the flying bomb
settled all British arguments as to
what to do with Germany. One
British group, headed by Lord Vansittart, agreed that Germans are in
curably militaristic and cannot be
entrusted with an independent govenment of their own until they be
come completely re-educated, which
is the work of generations. But this
argument was challenged from all
directions. The liberals and Social
ists insisted that Europe can never
be healthy until the German people
achieve their own reformation. But
the advent of the flying bomb means (
that British opinion is now solidly j
behind the occupation of the whole
of Germany. It means that the
British are prepared to shoulder
this job alone if the allies do not
undertake the responsibility of shar
ing the task with them.
“Lord Vansittart confidently expects
that the occupation of Germany will
continue for as long as sixty years.
He contends that modern weapons
have made Germany's prolonged oc
cupation a comparatively simple
matter now. Only a few armored
divisions and a few war planes will
suffice to provide ithe necessary po
lice force. Backed by this author
ity, Allied inspectors would have
little difficulty in making sure that
the Gemans are not rearming."
S. Newton Broadbent
Port Clyde, Oct. 5.

Alice Carlson rolled onions with
their noses from one end of the (
room to the other Among other
jokes, five boys 'were chosen to
drink soda from bottles with nipples
on them
Refreshments were served by the
senior class.—by the Sophomore
Class.
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FOR WOMEN WHO WANT QUALITY AND STYLE AT SAYINGS
Invest in a fine far for the future
*

TRADE IN YOUR OLD FUR COAT

AND WE WILL GIVE YOU A LIB

ERAL ALLOWANCE.

ENJOY THE SCOTT UNIQUE PAYMENT

PLAN.

f
■

WEEKLY

OR MONTHLY

PAY

MENTS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE.
d
,

(Registered)

Today more than ever before smart women are investing in

EUR ROMS

quality coats. Coats that will take them everywhere in their

round-the-clock activities. At Scott’s Anniversary sale you

will find such coats at great saving. Invest in a Super-Bilt
fur coat and you will understand why more New England

women buy Scott furs than any other.

20% Tax Included
Formerly

SALE

..........................

$129

Kaffa-Dyed American Lamb.............................
Skunk-Dyed Opossum...........................................

$139
$124

Sable-Dyed Coney.................................................

$139

Silver-Dyed Assem. Raccoon

.....................

$129

South American Dyed Fox................................
I

$139

$89
$89
$89
$89
$89
$89

Formerly

SALE

...................... . $229

Beaver-Dyed Mouton Lamb

20% Tax Included

Black-Dyed Persian Lamb Paw.......................

$219

Silver-Dyed Fox Greatcoats ..........................
Gray-Dyed Kidskin Tux. or Fitted............

$229
$219

Dyed-Striped Skunk Greatcoats ..................

$229

5-Skin Natural Mink Scarf.............................

$199

$149
$149
$149
$149
$149
$149

Formerly

SALE

Sable-Blend Muskrat

20% Tax Included
Mink-Dyed Northern Muskrats ....................

$299

Black-Dyed Persian Lamb

.............................

$349

Silver-Blend Letout Raccoon..........................

$299

Natural Spotted Cat Lynx................................

$279

Mink Dyed-Russian Squirrel Jacket ....

$279

Gray Dyed-$ombay Lamb................................

$329

$199
$199
$199
$199
$199
$199

GEORGES RIVER ROAD

Service Sunday at the Church
will begin at 130 p. m. (Rev. \A I
Gecrge Dennison “proposed" to
Raita will preach.

Jane Smalley; Dawn Magnuson
read an interesting letter from her
Back the attack—-Buy More Than
“sweetheart in the Navy;” and
Before
Buy more . . . double what
b k^ll nLawrence Wilson had to apologize
ubscrlbe to The Courler-Oawtte. to Principal Hunnewell for misbe- you did before. Buy more than be
•MO a jgar
I having in class. Mary Watte and fore in the 5th War Loan.

SCOTT FURRIERS—Boston—Providence—Springfield—Portland.
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